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Brown's veto misses
deadline to assembly

By HERBERT SPARROW
hurried pace — and Adams said given leaders of the legislature the
he could not understand the authority to appoint members of
Associated Press Writer
•
V
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — discrepancy.
the State Fair Board and Board of
•
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. pushed
bill
said
the
Elections, provided more
In
Adams
addition,
114
the deadline — and apparently clearly stated Brown's intended legislative oversight of executivemissed it this morning — for sen- veto when it was delivered to the branch actions and established a
se!.
14
ding one of his vetoes of a bill clerk's office originally. The mortgage-insurance fund to' inI Iv
passed by the 1982 General governor was taking more time sure loans within neighborhood.1rilie•
1.11111
4'1 .
•
Assembly back to the legislators.
with the veto message, he said, redevelopment zones.
v.
An aide to Brown, however, in- because of the sensitivity of the
The legislators also faced the
dicated that the problem may issue.
task of deciding whether to alter
have resulted from the failure of
"I don't think four minutes the provisions of the bill that they
the executive and legislative branwould have) anything to do with endorsed at the urging of the
ches to synchronize their watches. the Senate's consideration of the governor.
•
The measure was designed to veto," Adams said.
Brown said Monday that he
N
•
improve retirement benefits for
Nevertheless, the situation rais- would call a special session if the
senators and representatives.
ed questions about whether the lawmakers fail to restore fuel
a
taxes on coal tru-cks before ending
—
who
took
break
Brown
veto would stand.
0
earlier Tuesday evening for an
In his veto message, Brown their session Thursday.
The taxes were removed in the
administration-legislature soft- said, "I recognize that it is
ball game — vetoed the bill before necessary from time to time to in- final form of a bill which granted
midnight. But it was not delivered crease the compensation package coat trucks an exemption from a
to the Senate clerk's office until a for members of the General new weight-distance tax if they
few minutes after today began.
Assembly....This bill, however, paid a levy on the coal they haul.
•
Brown said the taxes were
Clerk Marjorie Waggoner said has the effect of reducing compentoday that she received the sation for future service. It pro- removed inadvertently. Some
legislative retirement bill at 11:56 vides an increase in retirement legislators, however, have maintained they were removed
p.m. EST and thought a veto benefits based upon past service.
the
point
was
not
"I
attached.
message
with
argue
deliverately as a.trade-off to obdo
than
less
campaign
• PLANNING CANCER FUND DRIVE — With the annual American Cancer Society fund
the .General Assembly's apshe
was
not,
found
it
that
the
tain
Mrs.
may
have
When
legislature
planning
recent
a
At
plans.
their
completing
busy
are
Unit
one week away,members of the Calloway County
of the weight-distance tax.
said
she
it
about
asked
the
do
proval
past.
I
in
Waggoner
underpaid
been
the
of
and
member
worker
session are: (seated from left) Jeannie Falwell, secretary, Betty Gore, volunter
Majority Leader Joe
pay
the
Senate
and
east
governor's
correct
told
should
we
messenger
feel
not
Nipp,
Gene
from
left,
Standing,
unit.
county
the
of
president
local board of _directors, and Barbara Erwin,
-said the -issue
D-Harned,
to
Wright,
he
had
this
four
'that
minutes
fashion.'
deliver
inequitiesin
The
of
directors.
board
ACS regional representative, Paducah, and Dr. Jim Frank, a member 'of the state
if the
be
10
of
one
said
resolved
could
bill
she
receivwas
She
the
document.
The
retirement
$10,000.
is
18,
April
begin
to
scheduled
Calloway County goal for this year's campaign,
ed the veto message at 12:04 a.m.
measures Brown rejected after lawmakers agree to suspend the
Howard "Buddy" . Adams, the legislators ended the first por- rules to consider matters other
Brown's legislative liaison, said tion of their session last month. -than vetoes.
clocks in the governor's office The 138 senators and represen•
•
read 11:56 p.m. when the veto tatives returned to Frankfort tomessage was sent on its way to the day to consider whether to overthird floor.
ride those actions.
•
:The trip between the governor's
Other bills receiving guberoffice and the clerk's office is one natorial vetoes included measures
Calloway firefighters were at which caebe made in fewer than that would have subjected airburnini area in order to contain
An estimated 125 acres of woodthe blaze. Cause of the blaze has the scene from 9 p.m. to midnight. four minutes — especially at a ports to local zoning regulations,
ed area burned 'Monday as ofGraves firefighters stayed from 7
not yet been determined. .
ficials of the Calloway County
p.m. to 11. Other officials were at
The area which burned apFire-Rescue Squad and several
By MICHAEL WEST
peared to be dry, Sorensen said. the fire until 3 a.m.
other agencies battled a forest fire
Associated Press Writer
He added the burning law is in efin Calloway and Graves Counties.
LONDON iAP1 — Secretary of
No injuries were reported.
According to David Sorensen, fect from 4:30 p.m. to midnight
State Alexander M. Haig Jr. conThe Calloway squad also exand violators can be issued citadistrict forester, the fire started
ferred by telephone with Argentinguished a field fire Monday
tions.
south of Beach Grove Church four
tina's foreign minister and met
afternoon at the Cliff Finney
Officials at the scene included
miles southeast of Tri City in
again with Prime Minister
fire,
residence, Coldwater. The
Calloway firefighters, Graves
southeast Graves County. The
Margaret Thatcher for 90 minutes
possible electrical in origin,
County Rescue Squad, Westvaco
Division of Forestry was called to
trying to clear up a
today,
been
has
Dr. Woodfin Hutson
started in a pump housing in a
Co., Division of Forestry, and
the scene at 6:30 p.m. although it
"complication" blocking his efwell. The pump was destroyed and elected president of the Kentucky
Calloway County Sheriff's Office.
was reported the fire had been
forts to avert war between Britain
approximately one-tenth of an Dental Association.
noticed earlier that afternoon, Westvaco had several pine trees
and Argentina over the .Falkland
in
dentistry
practices
Hutson
burned.
acre was
in the area. Wickliffe plant ofIslands:
Sorensen said. Because of the size
Murray and is a life member of
ficials did not comment on the inFive men with two trucks the Kentucky Dental Association,
of the burn and winds Monday
Haig said he would have
cident this morning.
responded to the call.
night, officials plowed around the
-something to say later today"
American Dental Association and
but would not be seeing Mrs. ThatAmerican Academy of Periodoncher again. It was believed he was
tology.
planning another telephone conDuring his 45 years of practicing
ference with Argentine Foreign
dentistry, Hutson has served in
Minister Nicanor Costa Mendez.
the United States Navy Dental
The Argentine news agency
proassistant
an
been
has
The Commerce Department Baldrige predicted sales at retail Corps,
By The Associated Press
said Costa Mendez "flatly
DYN
the
and
medicine
oral
of
fessor
remain
to
"likely
were
outlets
reported Monday that retail sales
• The government's latest
rejected" a proenergetically
and
denin
of the curriculum
fell 0.5 percent last month, led by somewhat sluggish" for the next director
economic reports indicate- contripartite adfor
Haig
by
posal
of
University
the
at
hygiene
tal
months.
three
a steep decline in gasoline sales.
sumers are being cautious about
Falklands by
the
of
ministration
Retail sales had increased a 'Louisville School of Dentistry.
Commerce Secretary Malcolm
spending.
the United
and
Argentina
Britain,
founding
the
of
one
was
He
February,
revised 2.6 percent in
States because it did not include
organizoiss of L. D. Pankey Founthe department said.
British recognition of Argentine
The Federal Reserve Board, dation in Miami, Fla., an institusovereignty over the British colmeanwhile, reported that con- tion for post-graduate training
ony in the South Atlantic.
sumers in February took on $75 and advanced dental education.
The London Times reported:
coorthe
currently
is
Hutson
than
credit
new
in
million more
British government has
"The
the
they paid off. The relatively small dinator for fund-raising for
Woodfin Hutson
Dr.
is eventually willing to
it
stated
Kentucky.
in
Foundation
economists
increase was seen by
District Dental Society and as negotiate sovereignty, given total
Hutson was a charter member
as 'further evidence that the
of the L. D. Pankey Dental Study Delegate to the Kentucky Dental withdrawal of Argentine forces
economy is mired in recession.
A disaster preparedness
and authorities. But the crucial
Association.
of Kentucky and was a
at
.Club
economist
senior
Gibson,
Ted
meeting to assess county
KenWestern
catch, 'which emerged last night,
attended
Hutson
American
the
for
Crocker. National Bank in San member
resources will begin at 1 p.m.
and is that no change in the status of
University
State
20
tucky
for
Endodontists
of
Association
figure
debt
the
said
Francisco,
Wednesday in the meeting room of
graduated from the University of the islands would be contemplated
represented "a consistent pattern years. He previously has served
the Calloway County Public
-4
Louisville School of Dentistry. He by ministers before the end of this
Internathe
for
Regent
Deputy
as
parof weak consumer spending,
Library.
in
year.
ticularly in durable goods which tional College. of Dentists, as and his wife, Jennie, reside
Availability of. resources in(Continued On Page 2)
Murray.
Southwestern
the
of.,
President
are financed." '
cluding shelters, communication,
Aimel
transportation, administrative
needs, and general clean-up and
, surveys will be discussed by Bennie Cooper, disaster preparedness
chairman and director of the Murray State University Emergency
Today mostly sunny breezy
Baker 111 and other administra- designed to reduce budget deficits
By DAVID ESPO
Medical Training (EMT) Proand warm with highs in the low
and interest rates, appear to be at
using in their
are
officials
tion
Writer
Press
Associated
gram,and Lucy Wright, executive
to mid 70s. Winds turning nora critical point, with two private
WASHINGTON (AP) — The 'private talks.
director of the Calloway County
today.
10 to 20mph. Tonight
for
thwest
scheduled
Ofdifference,
sessions
the
about
Asked
n
using
is
Reagan administratio
chapter of American Red Cross
calm winds. Lows
with
clear
Budget
said
and
Several Republicans have
two sets of figures to estimate the fice of Management
and Disaster Emergency Services
Wednesday
degrees.
40
near
to
declined
an
Dale
to
close
El
are
spokesman
negotiators
the
1983 budget deficit, depending on
coordinator.
sunny and pleasant. Highs near
existence of the $180 agreement in the talks, although
the
confirm
are
talking
officials
whether
Cooper and Wright currently
70. Light south winds.
billion estimate that congresneither Reagan nor House
privately to a roomful of powerful
Bennie Cooper
are drafting plans to organize a
Thursday through Saturday:
to.
DJr.,
referred
P..O'Neill
sources
Thomas
sional
the
general
to
or
Speaker
congressmen
functional disaster volunteer Cooper, who joined the Murray
with a chance for
Warm
n
administratio
plan.
the
privately,
But
Mass., has agreed to
group as part of the county's Red State faculty in 1979 after 21 years public.
Nighttime lows in the
showers.
could
deficit
the
concede
officials
general
and
Democratic
the
Republican
These sources say
Cross chapter. These volunteers in the military, added. He stressed
and 50s. Daytime
40s
upper
the
if
$101.9
go higher than
compromise plan calls for tax inwill be trained to operate shelters when a disaster strikes, time congressional sources reconfirm60s and 70s.
upper
the
in
highs
robust
less
is
recovery
economic
ed Monday that in private talks on
creases of as much as $135 billion
becomes crucial.
and to provide clothing and food in
A pre-plan of action to imple- a budget compromise, ad- than the administration is predic- over three years; a reduction and
time of large-scale distress.
ting. Many private economists say
delay in cost-of-living increases
ment
prior to and during a natural ministration officials estimate the
and
developers
One of the
be
that is what will happen.
year
$180
will
about
next
for Social Security recipients and
writers of the state's EMT pro- disaster is essential to Calloway deficit
One Section — 14 Pages
The administration's latest a $35 billion three-year reduction
County, Cooper said. "We are liv- billion without any. spending cuts
12
gram, Cooper said success of a
Aces
prediction included no change in
in Reagan's defense buildup. •
7
•
natural disaster preparedness ing on borrowed time. k pre-plan or tax iticreaSe-s:
Building
optimistic
the president's earlier,
Assuming Reagan wins all of
13
plan lies with residents of the com- is most ft/portant We are trying
12,
under
increases
Classifiat:
tax
the
Among
assumption about the economy.
12
munity. He added the plan will de- to develop something that will last the roughly $56 billion in deficitComics
are a 4 percent inthe most recent report consideration
he
However,
measures
for,
asked
reduction
12
tax-.
- pend on public awareness. "We longer tharriie will.
income
upper'
Crosswords
on
surtax
noted that the administration can come
"What will happen to elderly that would.leave a deficit of about
import
are looking for resources
oil'
Abby
barrel
Dear
per
$5
a
payers;
..§
change its economic forecast
12
throughout the county and univer- and children? I think we have a $124 billion.
Dr. Lamb
fee and an energy consumption
conditions warrant."
the
"should
last
ad.Friday,
only,
But
public,"
the
_10responsibility
dame
t
•sity conuntiaili — __anitnposer.
exciziptianIci
an
with
tax
One official TOettitatett that the
ministration- told the American
Cooper said.
equipment, skills. There has to be
4
Horoscope
n could formally heating oil.
administratio
for
1983
be
deficit
the
would
public
are
urged
people
All
interested
a willingness to serve. This holds
5
4,
Today
Murray
the
of
Sen. Bob Dole, chairman
revise its economic forecast as
to attend the. megtiv, Cooper $101.9 billion if Reagan gets all the
true during any type disaster."
2
Obituaries
Finance Committee, said
Senate
combudget
overall
an
of
wants.
part
he
cuts
can
A communication system of said. Those not able to attend
3
Perspective
Monday the chances were "about
promise with members of both
That's $22 billion lower thah the
notifying various local public call the Red Cross office at 7538,
Sports
that a compromisn rould be
houses.
50-50"
both
from
parties
political
fietire
that
comparable
White
1421 for additional information, he
agencies of a natural disaster
out,
worked
plan,
a
such
Negotiations on
House Chief of Staff James A.
needs,to be revised and updated, added.
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Board may use conference telephone coils to discuss expulsion
•

By HERBERT SPARROW
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP) — The
state Board of Education maract
on the expulsion of a student
through a conference telephone
call among its members that
would be closed to•the public and
press.
That was the feeling of the state
Attorney General's office in an
opinion released Monday. The
state Board of Education is the'
final authority on the explusion of
students from the Kentucky

-

School for the Blind, Kentucky
School for the Deaf and postsecondary vocational schools.
"We have already said that such
meetings may be held in closed
session without any preliminary
formality when the board meets in
person," Assistant Attorney
General Carl Miller told school
board attorney Gary Bale.
'It logically follows from this
conclusion that the Board may
meet by conference telephone
without violating the Open
Meetings Law or otherwise

depriving the public of any right
concerning the meeting," Millet
said.
However, Miller said the news
media should be notified, at least
24 hours in advance, that a
meeting by conference telephone
will be held on disciplinary matters and will be closed to the
public.
"The public is not entitled to be
in the meeting but is entitled to
know that the meeting is being
held," Miller said.
Miller cautioned that his opinion

Resistance of martiallaw in Poland
leadrto Radio Solidarity broadcast
WARSAW, Poland (AP) — The
resistance to martial law in
Poland launched its first
underground radio station, Radio
Solidarity, with an 842-minute
broadcast that accused the country's official media of lying about
. treatment of jailed union activists.
The station said it would broadcast again on April 30.
"This war had and still has
many v.ictims," said the FM station, which went on the air Monday night with an eight-note
_signature tune taken from a song
popular during the Nazi occupation and two announcers, a man
and a woman.
The program denied reports by

Warsaw radio and television and
the government-controlled
newspapers that the thousands of
jailed members of the independent labor federation Solidarity
were receiving better treatment
than common criminals.
"It is not true that internment is
something different from ordinary prison," said the station.
"We still get information about
beatings in internment camps."
It reported that a Catholic
theology student was beaten during interrogation and was still
subject to physical abuse although
he was in need of hospitalization.
Although Solidarity activitists
have circulated clandestine pamphlets and broadsides since

Premier Wojciech Jaruzelski
declared martial law Dec. 13 and
suspended the union, it was the
first anti-government broadcast.
It was assumed that it had the approval of those union leaders still
at large since rumors of the broadcast were around long enough for
them to disclaim any connection
with it.
The broadcast hour,9 p.m., had
been announced previously by
typewritten notices circulated in
Warsaw.
The announcers asked listeners
to indicate the quality of reception
by flashing their house lights
three times if very good, twice if
good and once if bad.

Reagan seeks tuition credit approval
By TERENCE HUNT
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON AP — Presi- .
dent Reagan has decided to ask
Condess to approve a package of
tuition tax credits that could provide up Jo $500 to parents of
+,children in private and parochial
elementary and secondary
schools, sources say. ,
The program would be phased
in over three years, probably
beginning in 1983, administration
sources said Monday. It was not
immediately clear how large the
initial credit would be, but sources
said it would climb to a maximum

of $500 when the program is in full
force.
The sources, who insisted on
anonymity, said the program
would be structured to focus its
benefits on lower- and middle,income families. The size of a taxpayer's credit would depend on his
income.
Reagan is to outline the proposal in an address Thursday at
the National Catholic Education
Association's annual convention
in Chicago, the nation's largest
Catholic-school district.
Thousands of Roman Catholic
educators are meeting there this
week in a convention that opened

Rubik's Cube challenges
15-year-old, robot

•••

PATOKA,Ind.(AP) — The solution to the puzzle that's been making 15-year-old Afford Stewart see red is two cubic feet and 10
minutes.
Stewart is trying to set a record time for solving Rubik's Cube with
his feet. In 10 minutes he can line up the little colored squares so the
cube has six solid-colored sides. But he says his mother, Margaret
Stewart, saw a man on television who worked a cube with his feet in
three minutes.
Even three minutes is nothing special for Robbie Rubik in Urbana,
Robbie can figure out how to line up the colors properly in twotenths of a second. Robbie's problem is that it then takes about 12
minutes to make the moves.
Robbie, a robot, is the creation of engineering students at the
University of Illinois. Its electronic eye looks at the six colors on the
54 movable squares,and its computer brain decides what to do.
Air cylinders move the mechanical hands, grasping the cube,
twisting and turning it, and rearranging the individual squares.
Students Daniel Talken of Quincy, Douglas Rhode of Springfield
and Robert Sum of Arlington Heights — members of the Tau Beta Pi
engineering honor society — were the leaders in designing and
building the robot.
Robbie cost less than 8300 and took first place at a recent college
engineering competition.

•
Monday.
About 5 million children attend
private schools, 3'92 million of
them in Roman Catholic schools.
As a presidential candidate,
Reagan endorsed the concept of
tuition tax credits, but sometimes
added the caveat that adoption of
any program would have to wait
until it is fiscally prudent„
Ironically, announcement of
Reagan's plan comes in the midst
of negotiations between the'White
House and Congress on how to
curb federal budget deficits, now
expected to exceed $100 billion for
fiscal 1983.
No estimate was available on
how much Reagan's proposal
would cost the Treasury.
Tuition tax credits have been
proposed in the past, but have run
into obstacles in Congress from
those who fear they conflict with
the Constitution's requirement for
separation of church and state or
from those concerned that such
aid would come only at the expense of public schools.
Reagan's tuition tax credit
would be limited to elementary
and secondary school pupils. It
would not cover students in
private and parochial colleges.
An income cap would bar
parents who earn over a certain
amount — perhaps $50,000 — from
eligibility. Unlike a tax deduction
which reduces a person's taxable
income, a tax credit is subtracted
directly from a person's tax bill.
In addition, sources said the
program would include a civil
rights provision disallowing tax
credits for parents who send their
children to schools that
discriminate on racial grounds.
"It won't apply to schools that
practice discrimination," said one
source.
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was directed only to the special
circumstances surrounding the
state Board of Education and "it
is not meant to say that in any
other circumstances a public
agency may hold a disciplinary
hearing by conference
telephone."
Miller said the peculiar circumstances of the state Board of
Education include the fact it
meets regularly only every two
months and its members live all
over the state.
He also noted that a student has
due process on the local level, an
appeal procedure for students who
are expelled is set out in regulations, that a hearing officer takes
proof and hears arguments and
the state Board only approves or
disapproves the officer's recom-

mendation.
"We believe that under these
special circumstances it is permissible for the state Board of
Education to meet by conference
telephone to decide the final
disposition of the appeal," Miller
said.
In another opinion released
Monday, the Attorney General's
office said a bowling tournament
sponsored by the Miller Brewing
Co. does not violate state law
gpverning malt beverage licenses.
The winner of the state tournament will get $500 and will participate in a national tournament
in Nevada.
Participants can sign up at their
local bowling alley and pay an entry fee but are not required to buy
or drink any alcoholic beverage to

participate.
Assistant Attorney General
Suzanne Guss said the tournament
does not violate state law that prohibits the holder of a malt
beverage license from offering
anything of value in connection
with the sale of malt beverages.
She said that, first of all, it was
being sponsored by the manufacturer and not the licensee and
secondly, the event does not occur
in connection with the sale of malt
beverages "inasmuch as the purchase of such beverages is not required of persons who wish to participate in or observe the tournament."
"The licensed spnsor is, at
most, inducing the public to bowl
rather than purchase Miller malt
beverages," Ms.Guss said.

Cawelti to give Lowry Lecture
Professor John G. Cawelti of the
University of Kentucky will
deliver the eight annual Lowry
Lecture "Trends and Values in
Contemporary Culture" in the
auditorium of Wrather West Kentucky Museum at 7:30 p.m. Friday.
Cawelti was a faculty member
from 1957 through 1980 in English
and Humanities at the University
of Chicago, and was program
director of the National
Humanities Institute at the
University of Chicago from 197577. He has been a visiting professor at the University of Iowa,
the University of Wyoming, the
University of Nebraska, the
University of New Mexico, and
SUNY at Albany.
He has lectured at Harvard,
Yale, Maryland, and other
American universities, as well as
Frankfurt University, University
braz, University of Cologne,
Free University .of Berlin, the
East-West Center, University of
Hawaii, the American Studies
Research Center in Hyderabad,
India, and the Nordic American
Studies Association in Helsinki,
Finland.
Cawelti's publications include
Adventure, Mystery and
Romance, Focus on Bonnie and
Clyde, The Six-Gun Mystique,
Apostles of the Self-Made Man,
and with Marvin Meyers and
Alexander Kern, Sources of the
American Republic. He has
published essays in such journals
as American Literature, Ethics,

Literature and Society, The'
American West, Western
American Literature, Journal of
Popular Culture, The New
Republic, Studies in American
Fiction, American Quarterly, The
Indiana Social Studies Quarterly,
and Interregnum, and has written
chef:tiers for Literature and Society; Muckraking, Past, Present,
and Future; and The Documentary Photograph as a Work of Art.
He has been a consultant to the

National Endowment for the
Humanities, the Corcoran Gallery
of Art, the Illinois Humanities
Council, and the National
Humanities Faculty, as well as to
various universities.
Cawelti's interests are wideranging, and he is an interesting,
lively lecturer. His presentation
will be geared to a general audience, rather than any specialized academic group. The public is
invited.

Conditional primacy given
to state following meeting
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
state of Kentucky received conditional primacy today after a
meeting between Natural
Resources Secretary Jackie
Swigart and U.S. Interior
Secretary James Watt.
The two officials signed a document that will give Kentucky until
May 1984 to make federally man-dared changes in its program for
enforcing str p-mining regulations.
state will have
Until then
the contr of regulating the industry in Kentucky.
According to Mrs. Swigart,
most of the state plan has been ap-

1

proved by the' federal Office of
Surface Mining. Most of the dozen
questions remaining are technical
in nature and several can be
handled by the Natural Resources
department. Others will require
action by the 1984 General
Assembly.
"We should be able to act on all
of these (changes) in the next
regular session,"she said.
"Clearly, we now have a plan
that will give Kentucky control of
its own program and at the same
time safeguard the environment,"
she said. "I feel very comfortable
with the environmental aspects of
this. It will benefit everyone."

OBITUARIES

Mrs. Haygood dies Paul W.Purvis
Monday at hospital dies this morning
(Continued From Page 1)
"Clearly, the Argentines would
be unwilling to give up possession
of the islands without tighter commitments from the British on the
timing of a loneterm settlement."
Haig returned to London from
Buenos Aires Monday, met for
2 hours with Prime Minister
/
111
Margaret Thatcher and other
British leaders, and then "had a
number of telephone conversations" with Costa Mendez during
the evening, State Department
spokesman Dean Fischer
reported.
"A complication has arisen at
that end," said Fischer. "We are
hopeful it will be clarified tomorrow (Tuesday)."
He said Haig and Costa Mendez
would talk again this morning.
Haig had planned to return to
the Argentine capital Monday
evenint, but the Buenos Aires
newspaper La Nacion-said he told
Costa Mendez: "I am suspending
the trip because the two sides present no possibility of accord. But I
will continue working, trying to
bring the two countries closer
together."
The Argentine navy said in a
communique that its 31 ships were
"ready to sail" to challenge the
naval blockade Britain proclaimed for 200 miles around the
Falklands beginning Monday.

Services for Mrs. Ruby Nance
Haygood will be Wednesday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of Byrn Funeral
Home, Mayfield. The Rev. James
Tharpe will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Hugh Deering, Johnny Gingles, Jimmy
Gingles, Fred Nance, Rodney
Nance and Pat Haygood. Burial
will follow in Mayfield Memory
Gardens.
Friends may call at funeral
home after 4 p.m. today (Tuesday).
Mrs. Haygood, 67, 819
Backusburg Road,'Mayfield, died
Monday at 7:25 p.m. at Community Hospital there. Born Dec. 29,
1914, she was the daughter of
Lamora Paschall Nance and the
late Guy B. Nance. She was the
widow of Huell Haygood.
Survivors include her mother,
Mrs. Lamora Nance, Paris,
Tenn.; a son, Keith Nance
Haygood, Mayfield; three sisters,
Mrs. James Cowden, Cookeville,
Tenn., and Mrs. Thomas Wilkerson and Mrs. Rob Gingles, both of
Murray; three brothers, John
Nance, Weberville, Mich, Ted
Nance, Paris, Tenn., and Bobby
Nance,Farmington.
•

Jesse Vain Walker
dies; rites planned

Jesse Vain(Moose) Walker, 57,
was pronounced dead on arrival at
6 p.m. Monday at MurrayCallow.ay County Hospital. He had
receives
been stricken ill at the home of
sister, Mrs. Dorothy Orten, Rt. 2,
'limited endorsement'
North 16th Street.
The deceased was a veteran of
U.S. Rep. Carroll Hubbard of
Mayfield has been given a World War II and was a member
"limited endorsement" in this of Chapter No. 050 of Disabled
year's congressional race by the American Veterans. He was born
Kentucky AFL-CIO Political Ac- June 22, 1924,in Calloway County.
He is survived by a daughter,
tion Committee.
A limited endorsement means Mrs. Cindy-Henson, Murray; two
Hubbard's voting record on labor sisters, Mrs. Oder', Rt. 2, and
issues ifiwroved in the past two Mrs. Ravnell McGregor, Rt. 1,
Benton; a brother,'Garth Walker,
years. •
Ray Crider, a Kentucky AFL- Flint, Mich.
140 otciaI slid "but tin overall' The funeral wilLbe Stelae-Mai
record of Hubbard's voting is not at 10:30 a.m. in the chapel of Max
quite good enough for a full en- Churchill Funeral Home. The
Rev.R.J. Burpoe will officiate.
dorsement."
Burial will follow in Elm Grove
The Mayfield Democrat will be
unopposed in the May Democratic Cemetery.
Friends may cell at funeral
primary. He also will not have any
Republican opposition in the home after 4 p.m. today (Tunday ).
November general election.

Hubbard

I.

Paul W. Purvis, 69, Rt. 6, Irvin
Cobb Road,died today at 3 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The deceased was a retired
employee of Security Department
of Land Between the Lakes for
Tennessee Valley Authority.
He was preceded in death by a
son, Paul Averitt Purvis. Born
Jan. 27, 1913, in Kentucky, he was
the son of the late John Wesley
Purvis and Milmie Whitson Purvis.
Survivors include his wife,•
Anita Purvis, and two grandsons,
Michael Dean Purvis and Mrs.
Tina Lee Hack.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
will be in charge of arrangements.

Mrs. Lucy Runyon
dies at hospital
Mrs. Lucy Beshear Runyon, 59,
1615 Sunset Drive, died Monday at
12:55 p.m. at Vanderbilt Hospital,
Nashville.
Survivors include her husband,
Chris Runyon; two sons, Gary
Beshear, Des Moines, Iowa, and
Keeney Beshear, Key West, Fla.;
a sister, Mrs. Ruby Graham, Cincinnati; two grandchildren, Marc
and Challie Beshear.
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home
will be in charge of arrangements.

Rites Wednesday
for C.iviax Smith _
Services for Charles Max Smith;
17, Rt. 3; will be Wednesday at 2
p.m. at Temple Hill United
Methodist Church, where he was a
member. The Rev. Roger Joseph
and the Rev. A.H. McLeod, Jr., _
will officiate.
Burial will follow in Temple Hill
Cemetery. Arrangements will be
by Max Churchill Funeral Home
where friends may call until the
funeral hour.
Mr. Smith died Saida)!.4boutA _
p.m. His death from a- gunshot
wound in the left temple was an
apparent suicide, according to
Calloway County Coroner Tommy
Walker. An investigation by
Walker. Kentucky State Police
and Calloway County Sheriff's office is continuing, Walker said.
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Good health
demands strict
regulations
Three years ago, a medical researcher at the
University of Pittsburgh named Herbert
Needleman reported the results of an imaginative
study whose conclusions had long been suspected that there is a direct correlation between the
amount of lead a child ingests and his or her problems in thinking,learning and behavior. Those findings have since been replicated by other research
in Germany and England.
Roughly a year later, Vernon Houk, acting director of the federal Center for Environmental Health,
discovered that between 1977 and 1980 — the period
when, because of federal regulations, the lead content of gasoline dropped sharply — the mean level
of lead in blood samples taken from children in 60
U.S. cities declined by more that 25 percent. "We
know," said Houk, "that this was a real reduction
(and) the only thing we know that changed in the
environment during that time was • a 30 percent
reduction in the amount of leaded gasoline used in
this country."
Leaded gasoline is not the largest source of lead
in the environment; the chief sources are paint, soil
and dust. But according to the journal Science, airborne lead, which comes primarly from auto exhausts, may account for 20 percent of the lead found
in blood samples; it is also the most widespread
source of lead, and is the most easily controlled:
Nonetheless, EPA,the federal Environmental Protection Agency, following the anti—regulatorycurse of the Reagan administration, and under
strong pressure from some refiners, is now considering dropping federal controls on lead _in
gasoline.
The controls do not prohibit the use of lead, but
they restrict it.in such a way that large refiners
may not produce gasoline that contains, on
average, more than .5 gram of lead per gallon.
Since half the gas they make is unleaded, leaded
gasoline contains about one gram of lead per gallon.
So far, small refiners have been exempt from
those requirements, but if they're not changed,they
will have to begin complying in October,something
which they claim would be prohibitively expensive.
At the,same time, an economic study done for EPA
indicates that if all federal limits on lead content
were lifted, the major refiners would gain a windfall of $133 million in the'next two years, while small
refiners would gain about $62 million in 1983.
When the refiners first went to the administration
with their complaints about the lead standard, they
were asking for what Science calls "a modest revision of definitions and deadlines... (But) the warm
reception they received encouraged them to ask for
more. They said they wanted complete abolition of
the lead standard."
In light of what's suspected about the connection
between lead and a variety of serious medical problems — and in light of what's already known — it
would be unconscionable to abolish the lead standards. Houk says that no childhood disease begins
to approach lead poisoning in the breadth of its impact, an impact that appears to become greater
with poor nutrition and which may, therefore, get
worse as nutrition programs are reduced. "We
have demonstrated that we can control lead in
gasoline,and if you can do it, you should."
(Reprinted by permission of The Sacramento
aft)

looking bock
Ten years ago
Sid Easley, attorney for Calloway County, had
been named as chairman of Calloway County Red
Crass Fund Drive.
"Stan Key Day" honoring Stan Key for four years
of basketball play at the University of Kentucky
was at Murray State University ballroom. This was
co-sponsored by Hazel Chamber of Commerce and
Hazel Woman's Club. Adolph Rupp,retiring basketball coach at UK,was guest speaker.
Twenty years ago
Army Specialist Four Bobby J. Hall, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Starkie Hall, participated in tactical
helicopter airlift with United States Forces in Germany.
Elected as officers of Murray High School Unit of
Parent-Teacher Association were Mrs. Ed Frank
Kirk, Mrs. M.C. Ellis, Harvley Elder, Mrs. H.L.
Beale, Mrs. Robert Wyman, Mrs. Don Keller, Mrs.
Robert Brown and George Lilly.
Thirty years ago
Henry L. Waldrop of Hazel had arrived home for
a visit with his parents, Mr.and Mrs. N.A. Waldrop.
He had been serving on USS New Jersey in Korean
Waters.
Sgt. First Class Paul D. Grogan was stationed at
Kelly Air Force Base,San Antonio, Texas.
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garrott's galley

by m.c. garroff

Her 43 years in the classroom began
in the courthouse with Murray State
The "take up” bell has rung many
times since Mrs. Mae Harris, for the
want of better transportation, rode
two miles on the bar of her young
son's bicycle to teach the 5th and 6th
grades at the Guthrie, Ky.,school.
"He would make me get off before
we got into town, though," she laughed, "because he didn't want his
friends seeing him riding his mother
on his bicycle like that."
Now an alert and spry 85, Mrs.
Harris finds much enjoyirnent reliving those early days and the experiences of her 43 years in the
classroom. She shared a number of
them with me not long ago one afternoon in her comfortable and tastilyfurnished Southside Manor apartment.
Mrs. Harris hasn't been at
Southside Manor long, having lived
for some 27 years at Browns Grove
while she taught first grade at Farmington. She has been retired since
1966, and the home she loved so dearly out there since,has been sold.
•••
As she looks back across the years,
Mrs.Harris, a little wisp of a woman,
proudly recalls many phases of her
life — and there were a number of
them.
She takes great pride in being — at
age 26 — a member of the first Murray State student body. it was in the
summer of 1923 when classes met for
the first time
in the Calloway
County courthouse. That September,

This is the first of a two-column
series dealing with the 43-year
elementary career ofone of Calloway
County's real pioneer teachers, Mrs.
Mae Harris.
they began in what is now the Murray
Middle School, as construction had
started on the school's first building
— now Wrather Hall.
Her son, Preston, was six years old
at the time, and she had been divorced for two years.
"I was at a crossroads in my life,"
she explained. "I had made two decisions. One was to become a teacher
so I could support my boy and
myself. The other was never to
marry again, because I didn't — and
still don't — believe in second marriage's. In the 65 years since, I've accomplished one and lived the other."
•••
She was 16 when she eloped in 1913,
going to Paris, Tenn., in a horsedrawn buggy, to marry an I8-yearold neighboring farm boy,Eulus Harris. She was in the seventh grade at
the time at the old Chunn Schod, and.
they had met at the old Antioch
Church in Grave's County.
The marriage, however, lasted only four years. Now 87, he lives in
Phoenix, Ariz. Their son, Preston,
born in 1917, went on to become a
Kentucky state police water safety
officer on Kentucky Lake. He is one
of several laid off in recent months

because of John Y's state funding
cutbacks.
Mrs. Harris is one of the three
children, all still living, of Henry and
Ella Laws Darnell, a Calloway County farm couple who lived dut in the
Lynn Grove-Browns Grove area: A
brother, Toy Darnell, lives at
Sedalia, and a sister, Mrs. Lila Coles,
lives on 94 East. Their mother died
when she was only 10.
"There I was,'she said, "left with
a six-year-old boy to raise and no job.
That's when I set my mind to becoming a school teacher."
•••

But, before she could go to college
and study to become a teacher, she
first — at age 26 — had to complete
the lower grades she had left when
she ran off to be married as well as
earning the required high school
credits.
This was all explained to her by the
late W. Z. Carter, later superintendent of the Murray city schools. At
the time, he was principal at her old
school, Chunn. So, she went back to
school at Chunn --right in among
students years younger than she —
and took and completed the two high
school credited subjects Mr. Carter
advised her to take.
Then she was ready for high school
and went on to Lynn Grove for this.
The late Marvin 0. Wrather, later an
executive vice-president at Murray
State and for whom its first building

is named, was a teacher at Lyng
Grove at the time.
She credits Mr. Wrather with a lot
of help and encouragement as she
worked toward her teaching goal.
She, a sister and a step-sister, she
laughingly recalls, bounced back and
forth over the rough country roads
day after day going to and from the
school in their father's old car, a
Maxwell.
At Lynn Grove,she earned the high
school credits necessary to qualify
her for additional work toward a high
school certificate, and in that summer of 1923, she started to the brandnew Murray State Normal School,
which offered one, when its first
classes convened in the courthouse.
J. Matt Sparkman, who went on to
become a vice-president of Murray
State, she recalls, was also a
member of the class, and she
remembers well Dr. John Wesley
Carr's -favorite song, "Drink to Me
Only with Thine Eyes," being sung
when the first student body began
classes that fall in the Murray High
School.
In Thursday's column, I'll tell you
how this courageous early Callaway
County teacher finally earned her
teaching certificate and about some
of the interesting and unusual things
she recalls from her long career in
the classroom.

today in history
Today is Tuesday, April 13, the
103rd day of 1982. There are 262 days
left in the year.
On April 13, 1961, the United Nations General Assembly condemned
the apartheid policy of racial
segregation, as practiced in South
Africa.
On this date:
In 1605, Theodore II became Czar
of Russia on the death of his father,
Boris Guanov.
In 1948, the Romanian constitution
was remodeled along Soviet lines.
In 1973, Archbishop Makarios was
ousted from the Cypriot Orthodox
clergy on'grounds he broke church
law by serving as president of
Cyprus.
And in 1976, a munitions plant explosion in Finland left 45 dead and
seven injured.
Ten years ago: President Nixon
flew to Canada for a three-day visit.
Five years ago: Spain's top
military leaders agreed after stormy
debate to accept a government decision to legalize the Communist Party.
One year ago: Separatist leader
Rene Levesque was elected to a new
term as premier of Canada's Quebec
province.

capitol conversations

"How can we use this for the military? Those NASA dummies
put the bomb bay on the wrong side of the ship!"
by sy ramsey

Analystsees state at debtscale's high end
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — "In
comparison to other states, Kentucky
is clearly on the high end of the debt
scale," says Legislative Research
Commission analyst Richard Sims.
That conclusion, from an article in
the latest report of the state Council
of Economic Advisors, is offset
somewhat by Sims' optimistic
assessment of Kentucky's economic
growth and way of doing bond

thoughts
in season
By Ken Wolf
We often become impatient with
our "inefficient" democratic ways
of doing things. Votes, debates, and
free speech are messy, timeconsuming things.
Winston -Churchill once said that
denfbcracy was the " worst form of
government devised by man — except for all the others."
In his History of the World (1979),
-Flagfi
idded thiSiiii-ereeting observation:
...wars between democratic
states have not been seen in the
twentieth century....wearied
and deMoralised though
modern man's democracies
have sometimes been, there Ls
no instance at all of any of them
being bellicose against each
other: an elementary truth
which their leaders should take
a little trouble to point out to
their critics.

"...Indeed, of the characteristics
business.
see if Kentucky has exceeded "a safe
identified as raising questions about
But the most recent figures used
and healthy level" — has too many
'credit-worthiness, the only one which
for debt comparisons among states
shortcomings.
Kentucky shares with these states is
are three years old, and Sims said
Sims said such a comparison
a high and rising debt level."
last week that this state's total bondleaves out many factors, including
Sims' conclusion is that this state,
ed indebtedness is "substantially
how well a state uses its debt as an inwith a broad industrial base and long
higher" than indicated in the
vestment.
term growth potential, "can support
"The overriding factor which will
economic report..
The debt comparison showed that
determine both the marketability of. a relatively high debt burden as long
as any new debt is issued according
Kentucky was indeed on the high side
state bond issues and the amount of
sound financial principles and conto
can
responin 1979, ranked sixth among the
debt a state needs and
tinues to be well managed."
sibly manage is that state's longstates, with a total revenue bond debt
term economic prospects," he said.
of $712 million.
However, Sims said that projecSims said the per capita income of
tions for new revenue bond debt in
a state is important in that respect,
1962 Me5augh1 Sy96., Ma.
the state this biennium totaled $703
and here "Kentucky's per capita int'
million.
come has risen steadily against the
That's almost double the entire
U.S. average" in a recent 20-year
revenue bond debt in 1979 if all the
period.
authorized bond issues were carried
Still, he added, only five „states
out, which Sims indicated was prohave higher per capita revenue bond
bably not the case.
debt than Kentucky and this is
Nonetheless, one can estimate
"cause for close examination of all
reasonably that Kentucky's debt has
future debt endeavors."
grown by hundreds of millions of"
Sims said that although "Kentucky
dollars — mainly for highways and
appears uncomfortably close to
schaolsand colleges_
(some) troubled states in its level -ofExcluded are bond issues for housdebt, other factors set this state
state
does
not
regard
ing, which this
apart."
as an obligation.
He said the seven "problem
Where would the new data put the
state -comparatively? Sinis said.that • states" whose bond ratings have
been downgraded-- they all aro la1.5 hatintivitytt.
the northeast' — share certain
It can be assumed that ICentacky
characteristics.
again witl rank at the top of inThey use debt to finance deficits, to
debtedness. But it can't automaticalcover a depleted general fund or to
•
„
‘
,31..ti
ly be assumed this is a cause for
repay defaulted debts of specific
;.•
=;.•
alarm.
state agencies.
.":
It says first that a straight com"Kentucky has not engaged in any
parison of states' various debts — to
of these practices," Sims said.
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today

datebook
Caro Jane Childress born
Mr. and Mrs. Tony Childress, 503 South Ninth St.,
are the parents of a daughter, Cara Jane, weighing
seven pounds eight ounces, measuring 20 inches,
born Wednesday, April 7, at 5:36 a.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital. The mother is the
former Gail Thalman. Both the mother and father
are graduates of Murray State Univesity.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Van Childress,
Rt. 1, Hardin, Aurora area, John Thalman and
Mary Ann Thalman, Arlington Heights, Ill. Greatgrandparents are Mrs. Clydie Childress and Mr.
and Mrs. Herman Johnson, Murray, Jim Hamilton,
Hopkinsville, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Lapp, Jupiter,
Fla., and Mrs. Amelia Thalman, Wilmette, Ill.
Great-great-grandmothers are Mrs. Palace Fennell, Murray,and Mrs. Gustie Knight, Aurora.
•

Harrell completes training
Marine Pvt. Jeffrey D. Harrell, son of retired
Maj. and Mrs. Michael L. Stepto, 1506 Oxford Dr.,
Murray, has completed recruit training at Marine
Corps Recruit Depot, Parris Island, S.C. During the
11-week training cycle, he learned the basics of battlefield survival.
A 1981 graduate of Murray High School, he joined
the Marine Corps in October 1981. His wife, Janna,
is the daughter of Wanda Williams, 521 South 11th
St., Murray.

Mitchell shower Thursday
A shower for Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Mitchell of
Hardin will be Thursday from 6 to 9 p.m. at Brooks
Chapel United Methodist Church. The Mitchell

Lowrie and Sherwood
vows planned May 15

home and contents Were destroyed by fire on Monday, April 5. Mr. Mitchell suffered burns in the fire
and was to be dismissed from the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital today. Mrs. Mitchell is the former
Mary Jo Ramsey.

Former Murrayan visits
Mrs. Jimmy Doran has been in Murray visiting
her parents and in-laws. On her return to their
home near Memphis, she and her husband will be
leaving for a trip to Paris, France. They will
celebrate their 24th wedding anniversary while
there.
Mrs. Doran, the former Bette Stamps, is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Butterworth and
the late John Stamps. Mr. Doran is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. T.C. Doran and the late Lou Doran. Bette
is a recent graduate of the Tennessee Realtors Institute and Jimmy is president of Hyde Insurance, a
division of Malone and Hyde.

Episcopal women will meet
Women of St. John's EpisCOpal Church are.
scheduled to meet Thursday -at 7:30 p.m. at the
home of Leslie Welker. Topics to be discussed include planning for the Harvest Fair 1983-and the
May Rummage Sale. For transportation call 7533123.

Home department will meet
Home Department of Murray Woman's Club will
meet Thursday at 2 p.m. at club house. A musical
program will be presented by a String Quartet.
Hostesses will be Hazel Crenshaw, Marie Hicks,
Lois Sammons and Edna Holland.

Your Individual
Horoscope

Fasces Drake,
. Mr. and Mrs. James ment. invitaout-of-town
Only
Lowrie, Rt. 1, Puryear,
FOR WEDNESDAY,APRIL 14,1982
Tenn., announce the tions have been sent. All What kind of day will tomor- LIBRA
engagement and for- friends and relatives are row be? To find out what the (Sept. 23.to Oct. 22) All
stars say, read the forecast A family member tries your
thcoming marriage of invited to attend.
Miss Lowrie currently given for your birth Sign.
patience, but it's a good lime
their daughter, Towona
to make purchases for the
Lynn,to Philip Sherwood, is employed at Bank of ARIES
son of Mrs. Juanita the West, Lubbock, Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) irIr
% home. Socialize watt co:
workers during the evening.
opposition
is
some
Sherwood
Despite
, Texas. Mr.
Covert, Niro, W. Va.
The wedding date has attended Texas Tech from a competitor, you'll have SCORPIO
Oct. 23 to Nov. 211 'MeV
been set for Saturday, University majoring in a career success. A lucky Protect against theft, lilss or
your
development
improves
May 15, at 2 p.m. at computer science.
breakage. You may receive
The couple will be financial picture.
Puryear Church of
invitations for coveted
TAURUS
Christ. A reception will residing in Lubbock after ( Apr. 20 to May 20 ) tiea weekend travel. Leisure hours
follow in the church base--the ceremony.
You may have an argument accent romance.
° on the job concerning moral SAGITTARIUS
principles_ close ties are the Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
Actor William Conrad, seen on television as
(if happy tidings. Enjoy Though your financial piclivarer
detective Frank Cannon on the series "Cannon," social life.
Lure improves now, you still
was the voice of Marshal Matt Dillon on the 1950s GEMINI
r- could argue about money with
noi
radio series,"Gunsmoke."
a friend. Home entertaining is
i May 21 to June 20 )
Use extra funds to add to favored.
your savings. Avoid an im- CAPRICORN
pulsive charge-card spree. ( Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) la
ligher.
Romance -could be a touchy Avoid friction with
ups. An aggressive superior
subject in the family circle.
get on your nerves, but
yAm
I...A could
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22) laywomo you'll have good luck with
Despite a temperamental our social contacts.
display, this is still a good day AQUARIUS
-4.....,
for happy times with . close (Jan. 20 to Feb. 181
ties. The evening is especially A promising career developshould be 'kept under
romantic.
141. - ment
wraps. Be careful when driv_A,ticz
LEO
mg before noon. Buy a loved
, July 23 to Aug.22) U6
On I',
•You're easily provoked on one a nice gift.
the job, but Will meet with a PISCES
With Garlic Bread
fine opportunity. You may i Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
Salad 40 Extra
_want to bring extra work You might have a tense confrontation with a friend before
home from the office.
69' Special For Kids
noon, but later you'll enjoy
VIRGO
ftp especially
happy times with
( Aug. 23 toSept. 221
Inside Dining Onls
Free Refills On Drinks
Under the spell of good those in your social'circle.
times, you could be tempted to YOU BORN TODAY like
overspend. Good news comes adventure, but must curb a
Wednesday 11 A , M - 1 0 P.M
in the morning. Love ties grow tendency to simply accept
Y,)u Cont Eat This Good At Hoirc for This Price
• what chance throws your way.
stronger now.

)440

Italian Spaghetti
Special

Carson-Butterworth vows said
The wedding of Miss
Cindy Carson and Mickey
Butterworth was solemnized Friday, March 19,
at 7 p.m. at Kirksey Baptist Church.
The Rev. Mason Bevill
officiated at the double
ring ceremony. A program of music was
presented by Gary McClure, pianist, cousin of
the bride, and Sandra
Duncan,soloist.
Parents of the couple
are Mr. and Mrs. Damon
Carson of Kirksey and
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Butterworth of Rt. 1.
The ceremony was
read at the altar centered
with a 15-branched
candelabra flanked by
baskets of gladioli and
greenery.
The Bride
Given in marriage by
her father,she wore a formal gown of white organza and chantilly lace. An
empire bodice was
underscored with a ruffle
of lace emphasizing the
apron effect with a v-neck
line edged in a ruffle to
match. Sheer lace fitted
sleeves came to points at
the wrists.
The flared skirt was
adorned with tiers of lace
ruffles rising from the
hemline and full chapel
train. Her fingertip veil of
illusion was attached to a
re-embroidered pearled
lace cap. She carried a
bouquet of white silk
roses centered with a
white orchid.
Mrs. Hazel Morton,
sister of the bride, was
matron of honor.
Bridesmaids were Miss
Marcia Cunningham and
Miss Tamie Blakely.
Miss Kili Carson, niece of
the bride, was flower girl.
They wore lilac dresses
with lace jackets. The attendants carried bouquets of pink and lilac
roses and greenery. The
flower girl dropped rose

r7.

Mr.and Mrs. Mickey Butterworth
petals from a decorated
basket.
Mike Duncan was best
man. Groomsmen were
Ricky Butterworth,
brother of the groom, and
Jerry White, brother-inlaw of the groom.
Kenneth, Larry and
David Carson, brothers of
the bride, were ushers.
Micah Bazzell was
ringbearer.
The groom and attendants wore all-white tuxedoes with lilac boutonnieres.
Miss Kathy Butterworth, sister of the

groom, presided at -the
guest register. Miss Darcie Carson, niece of the
bride, distributed rice
bags.
Reception
A reception followed at
the Fellowship Hall of
First Baptist Church,
Murray.
The bride's table was
covered with a white
cloth and centered with
the three-tiered wedding
cake topped with a
nosegay in a heart. Brass
appointments were used.
Serving the guests were
Mrs. Claudia Carson and

Mrs. Jeanie Carson,
sisters-in-law of the
bride, and Mrs. Jeannie
Garrison, cousin of the
bride.
The couple left later for
a wedding trip to Daytona
Beach, .Fla. They now
reside on Rt. 7 near Lynn
Grove. The -groom is a
farmer and the bride is
employed by clothing
department at Uncle
Jeff's, Murray.
Rehearsal Dinner
The groom's parents
entertained with a
rehearsal dinner at
Sirloin Stockade.

Lecture about cost iron architecture planned
Saturday afternoon at the Paducah Art Guild
Dr. William D. Morgaa,
professor of TrkAjlen R.
Hite Art Institute,
University of Louisville,
will present a lecture on
cast iron architecture at 2
p.m. Saturday at the
Paducah Art Guild
Gallery,200 Broadway.
The lecture is being
given in conjunction with
the exhibit "Paducah's
Cast Iron Architecture,"

DIAMOND SOLITAIRE SALE

30
to
50%
SAVE
BLAZING,
OF
ON SCORES
BONDED SOLITAIRES!

Mirrroy Ledger & Times

Delaware, has written brochure which acand co-authored companies the exhibit,
numerous books and ar- are funded in part by a
ticles dealing with grant from the Kentucky
American architecture of Humanities Council and
the 1800s, and served as the National Endowment
the architecture critic for for the Humanities. The
the Louisville Courier - Guild Gallery is open to
Journal. He is currently the public, free of charge,
the chairman of the Ken- from 12 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Dr. Morgan, who has a tucky Historic Preserva-, Tuesday through SaturPh.D. in art history from tion Board.
day, and 1 to 5 p.m. on
the University of
The lecture, and a Sunday. For more information telephone
502/442-2453. An informal
reception for Dr. Morgan
will be in the William
Clark Market House
Museum, adjacent to the
gallery, immediately
following the lecture.

which is on show at the
gallery through May 6.
Both the lecture and exhibit are being cosponsored by the Society
for the Preservation of
P,aducah. Admission is
free, and the public is invited to attend.

Wader Pound Pore Ground
.
/1111111

THIS MONTH ONLY,
ALL OUR SOLITAIRES ARE
30 to 50 % OFF'
LAYAWAY
NOW FOR
MOTHERS DA'

CHARGE IT!

$1988
14 Lb. Box
Beef
Patties
Choice
Roast
Choke
lb. $ 1 69
Roast
Shoulder
Frosty Acres Baby
20 lb. Bu l
l 759
Limas
Purple Hull
.
20 Lb. Box $1539
Peas ,
Crum Style .
$71 9
12-10 Oz. Mtg.
Corn
Choice Sides Of Beef
$1

Cut & Wrap* Free

225 To 300 lbs.

• '53 014

36

Phone Your Orders In
A

AA‘Av
oo FOR
'4FRS DAY

Wholesale & Retail Meat

'GIBSON HAM Co

0

JUST COME IN OR CALL 753-7695
AND WELL MAIL YOU AN APPLICATION

13E1 AIR CENTER MURRAY _
Open,Doily 10-6

!07H. Jal SI.

Nee,7S3-1401
NOON;7:0/ 5:01"fa.-Fri.

Ws Aicoet Food
S"ellis

''Only Federal Inspected Moot Market In Murray "
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Coming comniunity events listed

Alexander-Bevill wedding planned
Mr. and Mrs. Hamilton
E. Alexander of Pembroke announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of
theirs daughter, Patricia,
to Kirt Bevill, son of the
Rev. and Mrs. Mason
Bevill of Kirksey.
The bride-elect, a
graduate of Hopkinsville
High School, received her
associate degree in
business administration
at Murray State University. She now is employed
at Wal-Mart Store South.
Mr. Bevill will receive
his Bachelor of Science
degree in business administration at Murray
State University in May.
He now is emploxed at
Credithrift of America,
Inc., Murray.
The wedding will be
solemnized Saturday,
May 15, at 2 p.m. at
Kirksey Baptist Church
with the groom-elect's
father officiating. A
reception will follow at
the church.
All friends and
relatives are invited to attend the wedding and the
reception.

•••
DAR ABBY: I am 29,
but look much younger
because I am so small. I
have stepchildren who
range from age 10 to 17.
Now, it is obvious that I
couldn't have a 17-yearold child when I myself
have been taken for a 20year-old. But you
wouldn't believe how
many strangers,stop me
and ask, "Are you their
mother?"
I wouldn't mind if the
person were friendly, but
most people are just nosy
and demand to know in a
very rude tone. I am
tempted to tell these peo-

. Tuesday,April 13
8 p.m. at Recital Hall Annex, Fine Arts Center,
MSU.
Esther Sunday School
Class of First Baptist
Church will meet at
Sirloin Stockade at 6:30
p.m.
Groups of Christian
Women's Fellowship of
First Christian Church
will meet as follows: I
with Mrs. Harlan Hodges
at 10 a.m. and III with
Mrs. Helen Campbell at
7:30 p.m.

will meet as follows: Coldwater with Mrs. Sherwood Potts; Suburban
with Anna Bell Russell at
7 p.m.; Paris Road with
Alice Steely at 1 p.m.
Murray Star Chapter
No. 443 Order of Eastern
Star will meet at 7:30
p.m. at lodge-hall.
Alcoholics Anonymous
will meet at 8 'p.m. in
western portion of
Livestock and Exposition
Center.

Wednesday, April 14
Homemakers Clubs
Murray TOPS (take off will meet as follows:
pounds sensibly) Club Pacers with Jean Smith
will meet at 7 p.m. at at 9:30 a.m.; Harris
Health Center, North Grove at Ellis Center and
Seventh and Olive Pottertown at Sirloin
Stockade at 10 a.m.; New
Streets.
Concord with Opal Moody
Murray Lions Club will • at 1 p.m.
meet at 6:30 p.m. at MurCircles of First United
ray Woman's Club House.
Methodist Church
Baptist Young Women Women will meet as
follows: Ruth Wilson with
of Westside Baptist
Church will meet with Rebecca Irvan and
Wesleyan with Pattie
Ava Watkins at 7 p.m.
Mae Moody at 7:30 p.m.
Patricia Alexander
to wed ICirt Bevill

Husband who steps out
trips on girl next door
DEAR ABBY: Harold
(not his real name) and I
will celebrate our 57th
wedding anniversary in
August. I am .38- and
Harold is 81. He was quite
astepper(ladies'-man-) in
the early years of our
marriage, but I was patient and understanding,
and with God's help he
settled down and became
a good husband and a
model father. We have
five grown children, 17
grandchildren and three
great-grandchildren.
Our neighbors have 20year-old daughter who is
expecting a baby in July.
She is not married, and
she's been telling
everyone that my Harold
is the father of her unborn'
child! Harold doesn't
deny that he has had a recent fling with her, but he
insists that it isn't possible for a man of 81 to
father a child. Is it? I
need to know.
GRANNY IN ARLINGTON,VA.
DEAR GRANNY: It's
possible for a man in his
BOs to father a child. And
although it's rare, it's
also possible for a man in
his 90s to father a child,
so if I were you, I'd keep
my eye on Harold.

Tuesday,April 13 Homemakers Clubs

ple that it's none of their
business, but instead I
always Esay; "No, I am
their stepmother."
Friends I have told this
to, and even the kids
themselves, say I should
just -say yes and watch
people's eyes bug out of
their heads.
My question: Wonld
that be wrong of me?
How would you handle
this?
TOO YOUNG TO BE
MAMA
DEAR TOO YOUNG:
I'd just smile and say,
"No,I'm not their mother
— but I wish I were."
•••
DEAR ABBY: My
daughter's divorce has
been final for over a year
(no children). She's 30,
attractive, intelligent
(college grad) and has a
lot on the ball. She dates a
little but not as much as
she'd like to. (She's not
the type to push herself.)
The problem: She's
ashamed to go out in
public unless she has an

escort. We've had several
arguments about this, but
she won't 'listen to me.
I'vO tried to tell her that
she has to get out and
socialize, and it's not
necessary to have a date
for every concert or civic
event. She doesn't even
want to go to family
gatherings or 'celebrations unless she has a
man on her arm. Lots of
people in town don't even
know she's divorced.
What is your feeling on
this, Abby? Maybe she'll
listen to you.
PORTLAND MOM
DEAR MOM: I can
understand why your
daughter would be reluctant to attend a "couples"
affair without a date. But
family gatherings and
civic events do not require an escort. A woman
who's interested in dating
again after a divorce
should get out where she
can be seen. Visibility is
essential to popularity.

Concert by Murray
State University Percussion Ensemble with
Richard McLendon as
conductor is scheduled at

peaty

Free blood pressure
checks will be given for
Hazel Senior Citizens at
Hazel Community Center
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.

Retired teachers meet

By Abigail Van Buren
CHRIS IN CINCY: Don't
send for the Salvation Army trucks to pick up your
plaid clothes — further
investigation (and a lot of
mail) convinced me that
plaids are ALWAYS
fashionable.
•••
Getting Married?
Whether you want a formal church wedding or a
simple, "do-your-ownthing" ceremony, get Abby's new booklet. Send $1
plus a long, selfaddressed, stamped (37
cents) envelope to: Abby,
Wedding Booklet, P.O.
Box 38923, Hollywood,
Calif. 90038.

Miss Rebekah Blaine,
planner for the Purchase
Area Development
District, was speaker at
meeting of Calloway
County Retireci Teachers
Association. The meeting
'wag APrill at Ellis Community Center.
"Creative Aging and
the National Aging Network" was the subject of
Miss Blaine's discussion.
She said Calloway
County was selected as a
demonstration area for
the Purchase region
because of so many people over 60 plus years of
age. Also mahy are
retirees separated from
their immediate families
and a strong senior
citizens' organization
was already in progress.
PADD has provided
;703,000 so far for the project to the county. The
program was closed with

Temple Hill Chapter
No. 511 Order of Eastern
Star will meet at 7:30
p.m. at lodge hall.
---Mutray Women of
All Campus Sing will be Moose will have dancerfrom 4:30 to 7:30 p.m. in cise class at 6 p.m. at
University Quadrangle, lodge hall.
Murray State University.
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter
Men's Prayer of Beta Sigma Phi
will
Breakfast of First United meet at 7:30 p.m. at
Ellis
Methodist Church will be Center.
at 7 a.m.
Hazel Woman's Club
will meet at 7 p.m. at
Hazel Community
Center.

Interagency Council
will meet at 3 p.m. at
Calloway Public ,Library
with Kathie Branson as
speaker.

Business and Professional Women's Club will
meet at 6:30 p.m. at
Golden Corral
Steakhouse.

Make Today County
will meet at 1:30 p.m. in
classroom unit of
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.

Mothers Day Out will
be at 9 a.m. at First BapReturning Students tist Church.
United will meet at 7:45
a.m. at Ordway Hall,
Carel Poe Group of
Murray State University. First Baptist Church
Women will meet with
Douglas Center will be Cathy Mathis at 7 p.m.
open from 10 a.m. to 2
p.m. for activities by
Mothers Day Out will
'Senior Citizens.
be at 9 a.m. at Good
Shepherd United
United Campus Methodist Church.
Ministry luncheon will be
at 12:30 p.m. in Ohio
Murray State UnivertiRoom, University Center, ty Symphony Orchestra,
Murray State University. Neale B. Mason, conductor, will present a conThursday, April 15
cert at 8 p.m. in Lovett
Clarks River Chapter auditorium. No admisof Demolay will meet at sion will be charged.
7:30 p.m. at Masonic
Lodge, 369 East Broadway, .Mayfield. For inCopier on
formation call Bill
Zambella,759-1104.
the blink?

the audience participating in a game.
Mrs. Prentice Lassiter,
program chairman, introduced Miss Blaine.
Dr. Rubie Smith, president, presided.. ,Guy
Lovingtcors e--the"mon:don. Plans were discussTwin Lakers Antique
ed for annual First Car Club will meet at 7
District Retired Teachers p.m. at .Gateway
breakfast on May 3.
Restaurant, Draffenville.

r
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Tammy Norsworthy, bride-elect of
Bob Cook, has
selected Pottery
and Crystal. The
wedding date is
June 19.
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Furches Jewelry
113 S. 4th 753-2835
116 NORTH 7TH
MAYFIELD
2471912
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CONFIDENTIAL TO

PLANNING
TO MARRY?
Readers are reminded The Murray Ledger &
Tunes has adopted a deadline for publishing wedding reports.
All wedding accounts, whether with a photo or
not, should be delivered within two weeks of the
ceremony. Information delivered to the newspaper
office more than 30 days after the ceremony can not
be accepted.
Forms outlining all pertinent information needed
for a wedding- article are available at the
newspaper office, 106 N. 4th St. •

L*V:1

Now Open In Murray, Ky.
We have comics, magazines, zines, pinups, one sheet movie posters and much
more. Open 9:30 a.m. until 5:00 p.m.,
Monday thru Saturday.
Located at 100 A. North 6th St.

Soo. 1-S
Sale Ends
Set. Eve April 17
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YOUTH REVIVAL
Scott Grove
Baptist Church
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DESIGNERS HIGH STYLE
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DRESS
PRINTS
POLYESTER & COTTON
'IV -MACHINE WASH
HIGH FASHION PATTERNS
REG $
STIR
NOW
IS

49

NATURAL
MUSLIN
FOR FASHION,
CRAFTS. QUILTS, ETC
REG. 119e YD
Now
YO

50C

WHITE IRON-ON
POLYESTER
II RAYON

"•
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ale

WAS $1,200

HUGE SELECTION
SOLID COLORS
SO• WIDTH
MACHINE WASHABLE
REG S.ISS-NOW

Oro Jerry Hopkins is B.S.U.
Director Murray State U.

*Preachiog rsenrich you.
*Songs to Inspire yoV.
-*Friendly *wide to greet you.
Bro. Donald Crawford, Song Lender
Bro. Pool Dailey Sr., Interim Pastor

FABRIC BONANZA

FROM THIS HUGE ASSORTMENT YOU CAN
SEW FOR PLAYING-SLEEPING-LOUNGING
DRESS UP•OECORATING-CRAFTS. ETC
HERE AREA FEW
THIS STORE HAS
REPRESENTATIVE
MOST OF THESE
TYPES
PLUS MANY MORE
• INTERLOCK KNITS

• WOVEN SHEENS
• POL• CREPES

• MU& PRINTS
• NOGNTIVEA14
A•01ICS

• CRAWS
• SNEER KNITS

• WINKLE KNITS

• T SNOT KNITS
• SKINT tROINCS

ORIGINAL PRICES

'1.99 TO 04.99 ro

PRINTED
CHECKED INTERLOC
CALICO GINGHAM KNITS K
PRINTS
;41
POLYESTER & COTTON
60 WIDTH
Fog FASHION & CRAFTS
ALL POLYESTER
1. IN CHECK SCE
HIGH FASHION PATTE
LT BLUE. RED & NAVY ONLY
MACHINE WASHABLE
REG. 112.10-NOW 101
PEG
s2
E1$149
S214 el
-25
NOW
NOW
TO
TO
IS
POLYESTER•COTTON
-MACHINE WASH
FOR FASHION II CRAFTS

POLYESTER & COTTON

PLISSE
FASHION SOLID COLORS
FOR DRESS OR
SPORTSWEAR - IIS
MACHINE WASH
REG ST
I49
YARD
.amaatsranatiaaatimind
BLOUSE & SHIRT

BROADCLOTH
sows,
STRIPES & CHECKS
COMBED
COTION & POLY
FROM FamouS NATIONAL.
BLOUSE & SHIRT MAKER
RIG SUSI PEOW,
v

101.11W/100/9/1/4

SHEER
PRINTS
FOR BLOUSES & DRESSES
IS' WIDTH
MACHINE WASHABLE
REG SIM NOW Pt

$112

POLYESTER S

carTou

WV".

•02 a ICI 02 REGULAR
02 STMETCH# RUuIED
••S
leiUES
REF SIMI NOW IS

5199
140
X3000000C

11H.UPOLTESTEll

DOUBLE KNITS

SOLID COLORS AND FANCIES
MEDIUM AND HEAVY WEIGHTS
SO' WWI/-aTACIMME WASHABLE
NOW
REG $355
REIS 11.11111

111PPRICE

.4.

.
'-.' ' 5...
l
iFIVIM
cr."

GAUZE

04•••••
DRESS & BLOUSE WEIGHT
PATTERNS & COLORS :
FOR SPRING
4S- MACHINE WASH
*Mk
!
REG $259 NOW It
eds.
:

SOFT. SHEER EASY TO
CARE FOR PRINTS
FOR SUMMER FASHION
45' WIDTH
REG. $2.1111- NOW It

FABRICS FOR EVERY NEED!!

/
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SOLID COLOR & PRINTED

511,

35

.011

1 FULL CARAT

WASHABLE
REG. 69* YD
NOW Ss PRICE

POLYESTER & COTTON

STRETCH PRINTED
TERRY
VOILES

YD.

INTERFACI
NG
MACHINE
In a Series
of Revival
Services
April 14-18
7:00 P.M.

POLYESTER C COTTON

ALL COTTON

a
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V2 CARAT
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WAS $700
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YOUR CHOICE
GENTS OR
YN LADIES

1,41 CARAT

Ow"

OUR SEMI-ANNUAL

6
rer

Inviting You

WAS $450

if Olit
Weil., Mors., Fri.1-t

is pleased to announce that Becky
Bauer, bride-elect of Keith Bohler, has
made her selections from our bridal
Registry for Decorative Accessories.
Becky and Keith will be married Sept. 4,
1982.

SWIM

Bob's Comic Shop

s%\fitrl%i

Control %ming Center
Nwy. 641 N. & Arcadis
Nor., his., Se. 9-6

SL PER 1)11 tlit)N1)SPECI 11,
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Wednesday,April 14
Bridge willbe played at
9:30 a.m. and luncheon
will be served at noon for
women of Murray Country Club.
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Alarkd 414 bawd:ire
Located in Paris, Tennessee Halfway Between 314 and 514 N. Market Street

WEDNESDAY 444-82 IS MARKET 414 DAYS SALE &
"414" IS GOING "ALL OUT" FOR es DAYS
EVERYTHING IN OUR STORE 14% TO 44% OFF
414'S SPECIAL PRICES START
4-14-1982 AT 8:14 A.M. TIL
4 DAYS ONLY
1
6:14 P.M.-FOR 4/
-- DON'T MISS THESE BUYS! --

AT 4:14 P.M. SHARP ON 4-14-82-- THESE
14 ONLY
SPECIALS FOR 14 MINUTES ONLY
-

6- PENNSYLVANIA HOUSE OAK ROCKERS (Reg. $229.00)
6- LARGE PINE BOSTON ROCKERS(Reg. $149.00)
2- BENTWOOD ROCKERS (Reg. $169.00)
1 - TELL CITY HARDROCK MAPLE ROCKER (Reg. $169.00)

$114.14
$114.14
$114.14
$114.14

--- PRICES GOOD WHILE THEY LAST --Clayton-Marcus
•

$21414

WING CHAIRS (2 Only)

Pennsylvania House

Reg. $699.00

EARLY AMERICAN CHAIR

$1 A A 14

344

$11414

$f1

CHAIR

$4414

Maxwell-Royal - Wdod Arm -$1,399

WING CHAIR

$144'

Universal - with Rollers - Reg. $159.00

$4414

PARTY CHAIR

Reg. $289.00

COCKTAIL TABLE (Cherry)
Pennsylvania House

Marimont - Velvet - Reg. $299.00

Reg. $399.00

414
$21
$34414

HERCULON SLEEPER........$21414

Pennsylvania House- Reg. $599.00

Burlington Furniture- Reg. $1,139

TEA CART (Cherry)

LIVING ROOM SUITE(6pc)-

4
64414

American of Martinsville - Reg. $1,199
'
$11414 BEDROOM SUITE(3Pc. Oak).. ..814

TUB CHAIR

Burlington Furniture - Reg. $1,669

$31414 BEDROOM SUITE(4Pc. Oak).. • .$91414

$11414 -SECRETARY DESK

GLASS TOP TABLE

Lane- Reg $229.00

Kroehler - Reg. $329.00
Martinsville Novelty Pine- Reg. $129.00

PIE CRUST TABLE

$4414

$61414

$1414 BEDROOM SUITE

Mersman - Reg. $499.00
Reg. $409.50

$
14
.
"
BEDROOM SUITE(French4Pc.) ..8
Desoto - 3 Pc. Hutch Mirror - Reg. $1 299

Eathan Allen - Reg. $537.00

Towne Square Early Amer.- Reg. $1,299 e

Hallmark Queen - Reg. $399.00

TRADITIONAL TABLE (Cherry) .

$14.414 STACKABLE STOOLS

SWIVEL ROCKER

Eathan Allen

$2414 LIVING ROOM SUITERpc, $81414
Berkline - Green Floral Cane _
14
214
8)9 $
.:
R:
$16414
LIVING ROOM SUITE72

Kling ,,Reg. $24.14

Best - Green Velvet- Reg. $329.00

A 14

$61414 LIVING ROOM SUITERpc.)....ui%

ROLL TOP DESK

Pennsylvania House

;39414
•

$11414 SMOKING STAND

Eathan - Brown Herculon - Reg. $350.00

LIVING ROOM SUITE
Broyhill - Early Amer.- Reg. $899.00

Oak - Reg $939.00

Brass - Reg $59.00

Broyhill - Gold Velvet - Reg. $239.00

CHAIR

5 Pc. - Wood Arm - Reg. $499.00

Reg. $239.00

$24414 BABY BED (Its Is)

BAR/SILVER CHEST

$4414

$71414 MAGAZINE END TABLE

TABLE &4CHAIRS
Jenny Linn - White

Reg. $349.00

Pulaski

Reg $}29.00

Maple

Singer - Dark Pine - Reg. $1,179

Reg. $329.00

$14414 CEDAR CHEST (Oak)

CHAIR & OTTOMAN

Cochrane - Solid Oak

Pulaski - Pine Corner - Reg. $569.00

$11414

Reg. $1,219

.61414
$41414 D.R. TABLE &6CHAIRS ...$
14 GUN CABINET
COTTON PRINT SOFA
$214
Broyhill - 8 Pc. French - Reg. $1,049
Nova- Brass- Reg. $69.00
$3414
71414
DINING ROOM SUITE
FLOOR LAMPS
Martinsville Novelty - Reg. $139.00
CHERRY BUTLER'S TRAY $6414 Jamison Queen - Reg. $599.00
Rathlin - Corner Section - Reg. $499.00
$41414
HIDE-A-BED (Hercuton)
LAWN FURNITURE
DINETTE SUITE
$21414 Reg. $79.00
$4414" OAKWOOD SET
BOSTON ROCKERS
$14414
Rachlin- Glass k Chrome - Reg. $389.00
$21414 Hallmark - Reg. $119.00
TABLE & 4 CHAIRS
$9414 YARD SWING
$7414.
RECLINER
Forest Products - Oak
14 Hallmark - Gold Floral - Reg. $79.00
$21414
Glider)
D.R. SUITE(8Pc ) Reg sl'649$1 7 1 14
$5414 LAWN SUITE
LOVESEAT
Sstanley - Traditional - Reg. $2,199
LAWN SWING SET
$14414
Reg $22.95
$1,41414
D.R. SUITE(8Pc. White)
WALL SHELF
$1414 TABLE & 4 CHAIRS
$28414
Marimont - Traditional - Reg. $499.00

Reg. $199.00

5 Pcs.

Reg. $8900

Redwood

Wrought Iron

Reg. $299.00
14 Pc. with

Mwtol

Reg. $189 00

Block Wrought Iron

Hanging ---,Reg. $12.95

$414

CEILING LIGHTS
Pennsylvania House - Pine

;$459.00
Pulaski - Reg

STEREO CABINET
$1,219

'DRY SINK CHINA(pine)

$61414.
myph..16.•••••

White

$21414

Reg. $49.00

$3414

BRASS LAMP

Reg. $99.00

GLIDER CHAIR
White

Reg. $229.00

LAWN TABLE & 4 CHAIRS

law gre
rcet -

$7414
$164/4

.....

14k,s'of C-i3rd

114 North Market

Reg $399.00
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1982Daphne Awards for furniture design cover wide spectrum
By BARBARA MAYER
AP Newsfeaturea
There are Academy
• Awards, Pulitzer Prizes,
and a host of other
awards for accomplishment in the United States.
But until recently there
was no award to honor
the best furniture
designs.
That lack has been partially remedied with the
Daphne Awards —
established in 1981 to
honor achievement in
hardwood furniture
design.
This year's recently.
announced winning
designs covered a wide
spectrum. Consumers
who might wish to go
shopping for a Daphne
prize winner to take home
would find quite a diversi-

ty in looks, price and
place of purchase.
Interestingly enough, a
majority of the citations
went to those who produce only a small portion
of the furniture sold in the
United States each year.
Of 26 mentions, nine went
to furniture craftsmen
working mainly out of
tiny woodworking shops,
often in obscure rural
localities.
Six awards went to
manufacturers with
small production shops,
just a few steps removed
from the craftsmen, and

five went to companies
that normally distribute
their small production
through designers.
The remaining winners
or finalists were
manufacturers and
designers whose products
are normally sold
through furniture and
department stores where
most Americans buy
their new furniture.
The dominance of
small companies and
designers as award winners is not surprising and
has a parallel in the apparel field, according to

manufacturers try to be awards program is that it
all things to all people, so exposes the newer, more
their designs are natural- interesting designs to a
ly somewhat diluted," he wider public and may
stimulate greater sales
noted.
Calabrese, however, for these designs. Such a
believes that some of state of affairs is the best
those who market pro- way to persuade
ducts of ten manufacturers to offer
underestimate the in- more such products, he
telligence and awareness added.
Among the Daphne
of the general public. He
would like to see some of award winners, John
the more advanced pro- Saldino's upholstered ash
ducts made width, sofa for Dunbar was cited
available.
as best of show and best
Interesting new pro- occasional seating in the
ducts are often too expen- designer showroom
sive for most people to category.
Other Daphne winners
buy. Since they buy what
is available in their price were: Walter Bahno and
range, consumers may Jeffry Blaesing for
seem to be supporting the Thomasville's Country
idea that adventurous Collection of light ash
designs won't sell, while wood bedroom, diningthey are really reflecting room and living-room
,
14
the absence of such pro- furniture; Leif Blodee,
ducts at reasonable designer, Kimball Interprices,said Calabrese.
national, for his oakOne advantage of an frame stackable dining
ip•••■•••••••••••••••■••••••••••••••••
•
•
•
▪
For all your Travel Reservations Call
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fred Calabrese, an architect and design professor at the Parsons
School of Design and
chairman of the judges'
panel.
The newest ideas in apparel often come from a
small group of avantgarde designers with a
limited clientele. Then,
others take up their ideas
and translate them into
more commercial products. The same process
appears to occur in home
furnishings, said
Calabrese.
'Many larger

HOMES FOR AMERICANS

Here's
the answer
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
Q. —I built a toolhouse
at the back of our regular
house. It is made of scrap
wood of different kinds. I
put two coats of paint on
it, but now Iwould like to
protect the finish with
varnish. Is this practical?
A. —Not exactly,
because the paint is likely
to be a better protection
against the elements than
varnish. Under special
circumstances, spar varnish or its equivalent is
excellent outdoors, but in
the case you mentioned,
paint is the correct finish
if it is an exterior point.
--(The techniques of using varnish, shellac, lacquer, stain, bleach,
remover, etc., are detailed in Andy Lang's
booklet, "Wood Finishing
in the Home,".which an
be obtained by sending 50
cents and a long,
stamped, self-addressed
envelope to Know-How,
P. 0. Box 477, Huntington, NY 11743. Questions of general interest
will be answered in the
column, but individual
correspondence cannot
be undertaken.)

chair; Chris Bergelin,
White Furniture Co.,for a
mahogany chest and
desk; Marion Pratt,
Council! Craftsmen, for a
Chippendalestyle side
table in mahogany, and
Dan Droz for his oak and
glass table adjustable to
coffee table, desk or dining height.
John P. Ryan, Smith
and Watson, wit cited for
his Chippendale silver
table reproduction, and
Po Shun Leong for his oak
dining chair.
Among finalists were
these furniture craftsmen: John 43aiet,
Cheshire, Conn.; John
Basinski, Philadelphia;
Urbane Chapman, Nor-

Spring Roofing Sale

Fiber
Glass
Shingles

• Marjorie and Bill Major
•
•
•
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•
•
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WOOD DECK -

BED RIA I

DINING'

134.114

110.111

LOFT/ELR.3
114.104

April 7th
Through 23rd

NOTICE
Cypress Springs Restaurant

$2495

Overlooking Beautiful Ky. take
121 South
Allal.4111
Ct.

•

-—
NIXON,
/=4

CLOUIV

thfield, Mass.; Alan
Friedman, Hudson, N.
Y.; Peter Korn,
Philadelphia; Robert
Leung, Riverside, Calif.;
Gerald McCabe, Venice,
Calif.; Richard Tannen,
Watertown, Mass.;
Steven Voorheis,
Missoula, Mont., and Jay
Peters, Blue Hills Falls,
Maine.
Companies recognized
for merit in the contest
sponsored by the National Hardwood Lumber
Association included
Baker Furniture, Bernhardt Furniture, Davis
Cabinet Co., Naomi Gale
Wall Systems, Lorraine
Furniture, and Richardson Brothers.

LIVING BOON

Rickman & Norsworthy

Open Everyday Except Monday

194.13'
144n.

•

SECOND FLOOR PLAN

HAlliV7A

FIRST FLOOR PLAN

HERE IS AN ADAPTABLE HOME that can be either a
vacation hideaway or a year-round residence. Large expanses
of glass and solid walls permit the house to be positioned on
a lot to achieve the best view. Plan HA1147A has 878 square
feet on the first floor and 416 on the second. For moreinformation write — enclosing.a stamped,self-addressed envelope
— to architect Jerold L. Axelrod, 275 Broadhollow Rd.,
Mels ille, N.Y. 11747.

Per Sq.

Serving Ky. Lake Catfish
Broasted Chicken - Country Ham
Seafoods - Short Orders

Building Supply
of Murray, Inc.
500 S. 4th St.

Murray

753-6450

436-5496

Glidden

GALLON
REG. $18.99

SAVE $7.00
Glidden's BEST Latex Gloss
House Paint

GALLON
REG.$19.99

SAVE $7.00
WIN YIN MAKE A VENT INN PAINT,IT BUM

Two new John Deere Lawn Tractors:
Hydrostatic drive.., or more power
Our customers liked John Deere lawn tractors so much, they asked fai more.
More power, more versatility. The new
111H and 1,16 are just what you've been
waiting for.
The 111H has a hydrostatic drive
-system-roroliFteliifr Mirordiraireettc5fi
and speed. It's powered by an 11-hp
synctiro-balanced engine: comes with a
313-incrt twin-blade mower.

The 116 has a 16-hp twin-cylinder
engine; is available with a 38-inch twinblade or 46-inch3-blade mower. Come in
today for a test drive on these two
exciting new machines.

Window
Fashion Sale
Discounts 25-50%!Special Low Prices
sof-Nightshades

t

1
JOHN mans

Woven
Woods

• Wood 131inds
......
WovenAbods

Nothing Runs Likea Deere
Numum-Blinds--;
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America's pastime undergoes
changes in teams,fan loyalties

-

flapping soon if the
An AP Sports Analysis
Yankees don't start winnBy John Nelson
ing.
AP Sports Writer.
The announced attenBaseball has become a
game of change — chang- dance for the Yankees
ing loyalties, changing home opener, delayed
teams and changing fans. five days by a
snowstorm, was 31,008,
Witness:
Fans of the one-base-at- far short of the capacity
a -time New York of 57,545. Undoubtedly,
Yankees already have some of those thousands
begun to bemoan the loss who elected to stay home
of their favorite hero and- were waiting for New
or villain, Reggie York's new bomb squad
Jackson, who went to the to open today at Shea
California Angels as a Stadium, where George
Foster and Dave
free agent.
At the Yankees' home Kingman were swinging
opener Sunday, a away for the Mets.
Meanwhile, Jackson is
doubleheader loss to the
Chicago White Sox, off to an horrendous start
cheers of "Reggie, Reg- for the Angels. In his first
gie, Reggie" started in five games, Jackson hit
the stands. It mattered .166 with four singles in 24
HEIR APPARENT — Winston Ford (55)eludes a season. The Racers will continue spring drills with
little
that Dave Winfield,
State
spring
defensive rush during a recent Murray
major intersquad scrimmages set at Paducah
the Yankees' ;21 million
practice. Ford is the No.1 prospect to fill the Racer Tilghman, April 20, and at Calloway County High
man, homered in his first
quarterback void left by graduated Gino Gibbs, School, April 25.
game of the season after
Ohio Valley Conference Player of the Year last
Staff photo by Jim Rector
hitting only 13 last year.
It was an opposite-field
fly ball that barely made
it ' into the right field
NEW YORK (AP) —
seats. Hardly the type of
Jack Dempsey, one of
clout Yankee fans are usboxing's all-time great
ed to.
Citadel.
Two top assistant
heavyweight champions,
When Yankees owner
coaches on the Murray
Under O'Cain's
remained in critical conguidance last season, George Steinbrenner dition at New York
State football staff, Mike,
Racer quarterback Gino traded power for speed, Hospital-Cornell Medical
O'Cain and Mike
Gibbs led the OVC in total he also traded thrills for Center, according to a
Mahoney, have been promoted _ and given addioffense and was selected yawns. Going back to the _ hospital spokesman.
tional responsibilities, acthe conference player of days of Babe Ruth, and
"There has been no
into the era of Mickey
cording to head coach
the year.
change," the spokesman
Frank Beamer.
Mahoney, 31, served as Mantle and Roger Mans, said, since Dempsey, 86,
a graduate assistant at the Yankees and their was hospitalized on Sun- Beamer has named 0%
Cain, who served as ofMurray State in 1979 fans have thrived on the day.
fensive coordinator and
before taking over as long ball. Even when the
Hospital spokesmen,
quarterback coach in his
defensive line coach at Yanks trailed, the apparently at the request
initial season on the
William and Mary in 1980. bleacher bums knew one of Dempsey's family,
MIKE O'CAIN
MIKE MAHONEY
Racer staff last year, as
A native of Uxbridge, swing of Reggie's bat were reluctant Monday
his assistant head coach the' dedication and addition to their new Mass., Mahoney coached could bail them out.
night to elaborate on the
Steinbrenner was unand Mahoney, who was leadership responsibilities."
the defensive guards at
former champion's ilO'Cain, 28, is a former MSU in 1980 when the characteristically,., silent lness or discuss his condiresponsible for the de(en- characteristics both
sive interior last season, coaches have standout quarterback at Racers ranked first in the after the Yankees' two tion beyond the terse,
,as defensive coordinator demonstrated," said Clemson. A native of OVC in team defensive losses, but if there is one "critical ... no change"
on the MSU staff.
Beamer. -Both will con- Orangeburg, S.C., O'Cain statistics and fifth na- guarantee in baseball comments.
"I'm happy for the op- tinue to coach the same served three seasons as tionally in Division I-AA these days, it's that
Dempsey, known as the
George's jaws will start
portunity to acknowledge positions as last season in an assistant coach at The team statistics.
"Manassa Mauler,"
fought several
.Wal-Mort Sills for Less• Wet-Mort 5
Wal-Marf Solls for Less• Wal-Mort Sells for Loss • Wol M,.rt Sells for Less• Wal Mar, Sells for Less• Wal-Marr Sells for Les
memorable fights. He

Dodgers up for more
money.
Normally, a Cy Young
winner is due all he can
get from his club, but
Valenzuela's situation
was a little different. He
won the Cy Young under
somewhat dubious conditions during a rookie
season that was shortened more than 50 days by a
players' strike. He may
have been only the second
best pitcher in the National League. He finished with a record not as
good as Cincinnati's Tom
Seaver. Valenzuela was
13-7 to Seaver's 14-2 — the
best record in the league
— and Seaver's ERA of
2.55 was only .07 higher
than Valenzuela's 2.48.

Heavyweight great Dempsey
remains in critical condition

Racer grid coaches promoted
•

MI!I!II!grIlYL11=n1ML=

at-bats, one RBI and no
extra base hits. He -has
been received with ambivalence by California
fans, who have become
accustomed to nonproductive superstars.
The word is out. Make
these high-priced, fickle
ballplayers earn their
plaudits. No one realizes
that better than Fernando Valenzuela of the
Los Angeles Dodges, the
Mexican left-hander who
won the National League
Cy Young award last
year. In his first start of
the season, Valenzuela
was greeted with boos.
The fans that made him
the toast of Los Angeles
last season felt cheated
that he had held the

won the heavyweight title
July 4, 1919 when he
4
knocked down 6-foot-6,
Jess Willard seven times
in the first round and
stopped him after three
rounds.
In a defense against
Luis Firpo -of Argentina,
"The Wild Bull of the
Pampas," on Sept 14,
1923, he was knocked out
of the ring in the first
round, then knocked out
Firpo in the second.
His most famous fight
was the "Battle of the
Long Count" Sept. 27,
1927 in a rematch .with
Gene Tunney, who had
taken away his title. In
the rematch, Dempsey
failed to go to a neutral
corner after scoring a
knockdown in the seventh
round in accordance with
a relatively new rule.
Referee Jack Barry

KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE
GM PARTS

Youths, Boys, mens

Cleats
Save
1:16

79 Pontisarans Am
Brack witan and black interior, power steering,
power brakes, air, power windows. AM-FM, 8track, tilt wheel, t-top.
$6977.00

6"

04L1Es.
CHEV R6
:
1 021as
Y.4
W AIN6y_ks.

• Black with white action
stripes
• Padded ankle collar
• Sure grip longwearing
soles
• Childrens size 81/2 to
Mens size 12
• Regular 7.94

GM

53-2617

Murray

would not start to count
until Dempsey went to a
neutral corner, and Tunney might have gotten a
few extra seconds to get
up. Tunney won a 10round decison.
_
Dempsey also knocked
out Georges Carpentier,
"The Orchid Man" from
France, in four rounds
July 2, 1921, and outpointed Tom Gibbson on
July 4, 1923, in the fight
that bankrupted Shelby,
Mont.

Racer
scrimmages
scheduled
Two Murray State football intersquad scrimmages are on tap this
month during the team's
spring training session.
Tuesday, April 20, the
Racers travel to Paducah
Tilghman High School
where they'll perform at
7 p.m. Tickets for both
the scrimmage and a
meal with the players
afterwards are being sold
for $3 each.
Tickets for the game
itself will cost $1.50 at the
gate. Advance tickets
may be purchased at the
MSU Sports Information
Office located at Stewart
Stadium.
April 25, the Racers
conclude their spring
practice with a Blue-Gold
scrimmage at Calloway
County High School's
Laker Stadium. The Sunday afternoon game will
begin at 1:30 and tickets
will be available at the
gate. Admission prices
have not been announced.

onv$399
FOR A REAL COMPUTER!
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Mon.-Sat. 9-9
San. 124641 N.

• Keep Track of
Your Budget
• Learn How
to Program
• Attaches Easily
to Your Color TV

The TRS-80 Color Computer
starts where video games stop!
Just add our instant-loading Program Paks to manage your
money, keep a household inventory—even tutor your kids in
math. Just for fun, you can also
play exciting computer games!
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SEE IT AT YOUR NEAREST
RADIO SHACK -STORE, •
COMPUTER CENTER
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Purcell defeats
Simpson,climbs
to second round
LOS ANGELES (AP) - Mel Purcell and Tim
Gullikson have advanced to the second.round of
play after easily winning opening-round matches in
the $200,000 Pacific Southwest Tennis Open at the
Los Angeles Tennis Club.
Purcell, a Murray, Ky., native, defeated Russell
Simpson of New Zealand 6-2, 6-2, and Gullikson of
the United States defeated John Fitzgerald of
Australia 7-5,74 in matches Monday.
The tournament, which ends Sunday, includes
seven of the top 20 players in the world. Top-seeded
Jimmy Connors faces Harold Solomon, whom he
defeated in the finals of the 1974 Pacific Southwest
Open.
Johan Kriek of South Africa plays Bruce Manson,
sixth-seeded Roscoe Tanner faces John Austin and
seventh-seeded Chip Hooper faces Ilie Nastase in
other matches today.
Vitas Gerulaitis has dropped out of the tournament because of the flu.

Racers avenge
earlier tennis loss
to Memphis State

•

Rowley, not Goose, boils out Bronx Bombers
By Herschel Nissenson
AP Sports Writer
As they have so many
times in recent years, the
New York Yankees turned to their bullpen to protect a lead and got a couple of much-needed
strikeouts.
But - surprise! - it
wasn't Rich Gossage. The
Goose was unavailable
Monday night, having
worked an unaccustomed
31-3 innings Sunday in losing a 12-inning 7-6 decision to the Chicago White
Sox.
So the Yankees turned
to Shane Bewley, the
other half+ of their 1-2
relief punch since the
weekend deal that sent

Ron Davis to Minnesota+, that spoiled the Rangers'
and Raw ley did a job that home opener.
would have made
In the only other
Gossage proud.
American Lejlgue games,
Starter Dave Righetti the unbeaten Chicago
and. relievers Rudy May White Sox made it three
and John Pacella were in a row by edging the
seemingly trying to Boston Red Sox 3-2 and
squander a 10-1 lead. The the Toronto Blue Jays
Texas Rangers scored whipped the Detroit
four times in the eighth TigersS-5.
inning and twice in the
The Yanks built their
ninth and had two longball threats waiting in the big lead behind a 14-hit
wings in pinch-hitters attack that included
Leon Roberts and Bobby Willie Randolph's threeJohnson, both represen- run homer and Dave Winting the potential tying field's solo shot. Righetti
allowed six hits and one
run.
unearned run in seven inBewley punched them nings before tiring in the
both out to preserve the eighth.
Yankees' first victory of
"In Seattle, it was good
the season, a 10-7 triumph to win, but here, you're

expected to win," said
Bewley, who was acquired from the Mariners
less than two weeks ago.
"A win here goes to a better cause than it did over
there."

signing as a free agent, in
32-3 innings. They scored
four runs in the second inning op singles by Lou
Piniella, Craig Nettles
and Rick Cero4e, plus
Randolpys hom

He said he struck out
Roberts and Johnson on
fast balls.

White Sox 3, Red Sox 2
The White Sox spoiled
Boston's home opener,
"I mixed in a couple of breaking a scoreless duel
sliders, but it was mostly in the sixth when Kemp
fast balls," he said. "I doubled, Tom Paciorek
was hoping I wouldn't singled him home and
have to go in, that one of scored on a double-"bIt
them (the other Carlton Fisk. Carl
relievers) would get them Yastrzemski hit his 428th
out, but I told them I career homer for Boston,
would be ready if they but the White Sox scored
needed me."
what proved to be the
The Yankees chased winning run in the
Frank Tanana, making seventh on an infield hit
his Ranger debut after by Bill Almon, a forceout

by Ron LeFlore, who
stole second and came
home on Tony Bernazard's double.
"I was more than just a
little' worried in the
ninth," said Chicago
Manager Tony LaRussa,
who had to go to his
bullpen twice in the inning to protect the lead.
Blue Jays 9,Tigers 5
Damaso Garcia drove
in three runs, Luis Leal
scattered seven hits in 723 innings and the Blue
Jays erupted for five runs
in the fourth. Garcia
singled a run home in the
second to give Toronto a
1-0 lead. The Tigers went
ahead 2-1 in the third, but
the Blue Jays chased Milt
Wilcox in the fourth.

Switching Sutter- stays abreast of NL batters

By Ken Rappoport
singles by Keith Hernanftz and a two-base error by
from third base with the winning run as HoustiA.
AP Sports Writer
Pittsburgh shortstop Dale Berra gave the Cardinals
beat Los Angeles.
Bruce Sutter has been tough enough for National
the lead before Sutter arrived.
Cruz opened the 11th with a popup to short center
League batters with his "split-fingered fastball."
"He's money in our bank," Hernandez said of Sutfield off losing pitcher Dave Stewart, 0-1. The ball
Now he's added something to his repertoire.
ter following the relief star's first save of the
fell in for a double between shortstop Mark
"It just makes the other pitch that much better,"
season. "I'm never worried about Bruce Sutter. He
Belanger and center fielder Ken Landreaux. Intensays the St. Louis Cardinals' reliever in reference to
, knows what he's doing."
tional walks to Denny Walling and Alan Ashby
Upset-minded Murray Barry Hyde,6-3, 7-5.
his current reliance on the plain, old-fashioned
In other National League action, the Atlanta
sandwiched around Dickie Thon's sacrifice bunt
State avenged an earlier
fastball.
The two Racer doubles
Braves defeated the Cincinnati Reds 6-1; the
loaded the bases with one out. Stewart struck out
tennis joss at Memphis triumphs came in three
Going to his fastball more often than usual MonHouston Astros nipped the Los Angeles Dodgers 2-1
Kiko Garcia before Garner rapped his third hit of
State, by beating the sets as Persson-Swarting
day, the bearded right-bander pitched two strong
in 11 innings and the Chicago Cubs edged the New
the game.
Tigers,6-3, Monday after- held on to upset Jonesinnings in relief to nail down the Cardinals' 5-4 vicYork Mets 5-4.
Mike LaCoss, 1-0, earned his first victory since
noon.
tory over the Pittsburgh Pirates.
Begley, 6-3, 4-6, 6-2, and
Braves6,Reds 1
joining the Astros. LaCoss allowed one hit and
"I threw more fastballs than I did any time in my
The Racers, 16-4, had Ljungman-Montgomery
Bob Horner and Chris Chambliss smashed solo
struck out one in the 11th.
career," said Sutter, whose deliveries usually conpreviously lost 6-3 to the rallied past Hyde-Long,6homers and Bob Walk and Rick Camp combined on
The Dodgers took a 1-0 lead in the fifth on Steve
sist exclusively of split-fingered fastballs, a twisty
Memphis netters. But 4,14,7-6.
a four-hitter to lead undefeated Atlanta over CincinSax's RBI single. The Astros tied- the score in the
fork
ball which drops. "It seemed like.a lot of guys
Monday the score was
nati for the Braves'sixth straight victory.
eighth on a throwing error by Sax at second base
Eric Tishammer- were taking pitches."
reversed.
The Braves' fast start topped the five opening
that
allowed a run to score.
Actually,SAtter said, an alteration in his pitching
Terje Persson defeated Massed were beaten; 6-3,
wins by the world champion Milwaukee Braves of
Cubs 5,Mets 4
7-5,
by
Nic.holsenGray;
style had'been in the process long before preparaClif Jones in a threeset 1957, previously the best start of a Braves' team
Keith Moreland drove in two runs with a homer
struggle, 6-4, 4-6, 6-3 to but the Racer team vic- tion for the 1982 campaign.
since records were kept in 1930. They had won no
and a single to lead Chicago over New York.
tory
was
secure.
"I've been around this league for six years," he
win the No.1 singles
more than four opening games since moving to
Moreland delivered one of five singles in a four-run
The loss was only Mem- said. "Everybody knows where the ball starts
match, but the Racers
with
Atlanta in 1966.
fourth inning and hit his third homer of the season
phis
State's
third
in
15
the split-fingered fastball. It (the regular fastball)
dropped the next two
Walk,2-0, pitched shutout ball until the eighth innin the sixth for what proved to be the winning run.
makes me much tougher."
positions when Mats matches. Other losses for
ing, when the Reds scored their run on an RBI triple
- Chicago starter Dickie Noles was the winner, but
the
Tigers
included
ClemSutter said he was satisfied with his two-inning
Ljungman fell, 6-4, 2-6, 7by Dave Concepcion. Camp came on at this point
needed
help in the seventh from Bill Campbell.
son
and
Louisiana State.
stint which was marred only by Tony Pena's triple
5, to Keith Begley and
and nailed down the game for Atlanta. Walk helped
"I'm not a home-run hitter, I like to use the whole
Finn Swarting lost to Don
Today the R;ZEPS were in the eighth. The hit by the Pittsburgh catcher
his cause with an RBI single in the seventh.
ball park and if I hit a few home runs that's fine,"
Nicholson,6-1,6-4.
"We've been able to cut down on our walks and
scheduled to return to the came with one out. Sutter responded by mowing
said Moreland."I can drive in runs, I drove in over
Murray State returned MSU varsity courts to down mountainous Dave Parker on a swinging third
make people hit the ball," Walk said. -And we're
a hundred one year in the minor leagues. If! make
victories in the remaining host Ohio Valley Con- strike and afterward retired the Pirates' last four
doing well."
contact and play all year I should be able to hit 20
singles matches, led by ference foe Middle Ten- batters.
Astros 2, Dodgers 1
home runs but I still wouldn't consider myself a
George Hendrick's two solo homers, two RBI
Jan Soegaard's win over nessee.
Phil Garner's 11th-inning single scored Jose Cruz
home-run hitter."
Greg Jones, 6-3, 6-3; BobThe MSU women's tenby Montgomery defeated nis team also plays Mid- •Wal Mart Sells for Less •Wal Mart Sells for Less• Wel Mart Sells for less • VV di Mart Sells tor Less• Wal Mart Sells for Less•Wal
Mart Sells for Less•Wel Mart Sells for Less • Vv.,'
Jeff Gray, 7-5, 3-6, 6-4; dle Tennessee today at
and Steve Massad beat Murfreesboro.

SCOREBOARD
Pro baseball
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Easters Doa
W
L
Pct. GB
Milwaukee
2
I
.667 Baltimore
2
2
.500
%
Boston
2
2
.500
lh
Cleveland
I
i
.500
ti
Toronto
2
2
.100
vs
New York
1
2
.333
1
Detroit
1
3
.250
1
Western Moistest
Chicago
3
1
1.010 Minnesota
4
2
.667
ts
California
3
3
.500
14
Oakland
3
3
.500
14
Kansas City
2
2
.500
1%
Texas
1
2
.330
2
Seattle
2
4
.133
254
Monday's Games
Toronto 9,Detroit 5
Chicago 3,Boston 2
New York HI, Texas 7
Only gamesscheduled
Tassday's Games
Milwaukee Lerch 0-01 at Cleveland
(Sorensen 04)
Detroit(Morris 0-I) at Toronto Romback 0-11,
New York (Morgan 1141.1 at Texas
(Hoeeycutt04),(a)
Baltimore Palmer 04)at Kansas City(Cure 14),(n)
-Oakland (Keough 04) at Minnesota
(Erickson 14),In)
Seattle (Beattie 0-I) at California
(Zahn 14),(n)

NATIONAL LEAGUE
Eastern Division
ML Pet. GB
Montreal
2
1
.667
New York
2
3
660
Chicago
3
3
.500
St. Louis
3
3
500
Pittsburgh
1, 2
.333
Philadelphia
1
3
.250
Western Division
Atlanta
6
0
1.006
Los Angeles
3
2
.400
Houston
3
4
.429
San Francisco
2
3.400
Cincinnati
2
4
.333
San Diego
1
3
.250
Monday's Games
St.Louis 5, Pittsburgh 4
Chicago 5, New York 4
Atlanta 6,Cincinnati 1
Houston 2,Los Angeles 1,11 innings
Only gamesscheduled
Tuesday's Games
Pittsburgh (Solomon 0-I) at Montreal
(Rogers 14)
Philadelphia (Carlton 0-1) at New
York (Jones 14)
St. Louis (Andujar 0-1) at Chicago
(Jeakins 14)
San Diego (Lollar 114) at San Francisco(Fowlkes10)
Atlanta (Cowley 04) at Cincinnati
(Shirley 64),(a)
Los Angeles (Heaton 04) at Houston
'Kaepper 141,(n)

Sunnier

IELaseto
Save Up To 16%
Mens & Youths
Baseball Shirt

'Save 2.48
Bombat Alum. Softball Bat Ten-Pro

•50% Kodel polyester
•50% Cotton
•Heavy Jersey
•While body, 3/i steel/es.
contrasting color
•Mens sizes-S. M, L. XL
No 573 *Youth sizes
S. M. L No 573Yi1
•Reg 5.96(Mens)
544(.Youth) • • •

and welded knob
•Rubber grip •No 41880'Pea 1 5 qr.-

•New wedged

IL Ito

Save 17%
Little League Baseball

Pro basketball

'
•Alum tar,.
•NO LLBR •1"4,C.

Nab's& Basketball Asesciabsa

Pacific Dion
EAsrsamooaresswcz
x-Los Angeles 54 24
192
Atlantic Melaka
y-Seattle
50 SS
.641
ML Pct. GB
Golden State
43 35
.551
x-Boston
111 17
782 Phoenix
43 35
.561
y-Philadelphia 54 24
02
7
Portland
41 37
.536
y-Washington 41 37
536 M
San Diego
11 64
.201
New Jersey
40 38
.513 21
x-clinched.dhrision
New York
33 45
423 31 '
y-clinched playoff spots.
cameral Division
Mmiday'sGame
x-Milwaukee
M 24
.692
Utah 112,San Diego 107
Atlanta
40 38
.513 14
TwoodarsGasses
Detroit
37 41
.474 17
Philadelphia at Indiana
Indiana
34 44
.436 26
Atlanta at Cleveland
Chicago
30 48 . .315 24
Wiwi-Wigton at Milwaukee
Cleveland
15 63
.192 39
Denver at Sao Antonio
WESTERN CONFERENCE
New Jersey at New York
Midwest Division
Boston at ChicagoL Pet. GB
Kansas City at Houston
San Antonio
46 32
.5911
Portland at Seattle
Denver
44 34
.514
2
Phoenix at San Diego
Hesston
44 34
.564
LS Angeles at Golden State
Dallas
21 51
.354 11%
Wednesday'sGames
lianas city
27 51
.341 19
Milwaukee at Boston
Utah
24 55
.304 22%
Washington at New Jersey

4
11
11
13
39

641 N. Mon.-Sat.
9-9 Sun. 12-6

Batting Tee
▪
11, Ir
•1

Save 2.02
Little League Aluminum Bat

.

(7)

•Enclosed Jubber balanced weight
*Ground polished and sealed In clear
vinyl *No 19000 •Reg 10 88

:

113
8,86

Great Savings
Diversified Products
Ball Rebound Trainer
•38 'x56
•All steel frame..
•Spring mounted nylon net
•Returns grounders. line
drives, fly balls
•No. 50-0850

Save 1:07
.
Little League Wood Bat
white ash
•No 242J 'Reg 544

•Northern

What A Buy!
ASA Softball

What A Buy'
Blue Dot-Softball

•Molded cork center
*Specially tanned top grade
leather cover

•Restricted fight
'Red stitch pOly-x core
•No PX-2

Save 1 11
Wooden Baseball Bat
•Northen white ash
'lop learn quality model
•No 232 •Reg 697

•ko SB12-LRF

Just Arrived!

•

.•

Louisville Slugger

The All New
Fuego And The
Fuego Turbo at.

24.87

29.78

Save 5.01
Fiekizi a Glove

Great Savings
Big Daddy
Ball Glove
'Ideal for softlaaii
*T00% ToTS grain
cowhide •No LSG-10

Cain's AMC
Jeep & Renault
641N. Inc. 753-6448

'Rawhide lacing 'Deep
pocket 'Full size ball glove
made of tefett steertude
leather •No PG-22.
•Reg 29 88

WAL:MART

Great Savings
Fielders Wove

.

a
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Save 3.51
Fielders Glove .--

5.13
Fielders Glove

*Cowhide ftning
'Snug ht veicro wriststrap

•SetKt steernicte --

Palm and back
'No A9810

*Sof(bat) or baseball
•Tcap grain leather throughout
'Padded wrist striki
•No AA233 *Reg 24 96

•Closed'web 'Rawhide
•laced.'Pigktn hntn_g_ •
anned feeher
*No. AA-232'Reg

1997.'

Save 22%
Louisville Slugger
Glove Oil
*Preserves the stove'
while keeping it new
and playing gloat
•No LSGS •R •• 96e

WAL-MART'S ADVERTISED-MERCHANDISE POLICY It is our prilentan to have every advertised item in stock However if due to any unforeseen reason an adverbs
act item IS not available for purchase 9•4/4-94art ivel issue a Hain Check on request. for dm merchandise to be
purchased at the sale price whenever available or wig sell you a similar ,tent It a compared* reduction in price
We reserve the r.oht to lima ouanttps
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Mon.-Sat.0-9 Bisi Air Ctr.753-8777
Sun. 12-6 641 N.759-9995

INALIMART

Prices Good Thru Sunday

One Step Car Seat
'Just lower pad and click
one buckle
'Accommodates infants
up to 43 lbs 'Rear
facing 'Meets all federal
motor vehicle safety
standards'No. 401-74

Save 2 09
Car Seat Cover
•Soti polyester/cotton quilte
fabric with polyester fiberfill
filling 'Yellow and white
gingham check'No 2030
'Peg.896

Save 19°.
Lil Slugger
Baseball Cap
•Navy and red
'Toddler sizes
'No.1264'Reg. 1.24

Wal-Mart
Cotton Swabs

Reg.9 44

Save
Toddler Jeans

•300 Cpunt *Safe. IleiVe.
versatile !For baby care
and first aid use' 'Limit 2

•Sizes 1-4
*80120 Cotton/poly
•Elastic back
'Reinforced knee
THOlatagTa

CISIE111

Save 1 03
Boxed Diaper Sets

Save 1. 00
Curity Fitted
Crib Sheet
:•1 00P/o cotton'28x52"

CUR WY
CUR WY
CUR WY
CUR WY
CUR WY
CUR WY
•
•

•Fitted corners'Guaranteed
to tit alter wash
'No W-920-13 *Reg 427

Disposable
Bottles

•Cotton & polyester .Screen
print top'Newborn girt
months
sets
'Reg 4 97

'Si'zes 0-6

,
Save 15%
Playtex Disposable
Bottles
•80 Count'Even fit on
every pre-sterilized
bottle'No. 5407-5432
'Reg 216

Save 23%
NoUrtKhod
.
anClcif
Po
eiexrerciser
'More than a pacifier
*No 2500X *Reg 884:

What A Buy'
Activity Center
by Fisher-Price
•101 Fun things for
baby to do'No 134

• Save 17%
Novelty Training Pants
• 00% Cotton •whire and
Pastels with novelty prints
*Sizes 1-2-3-4'Peg 1 16

1.54

Save 23%
Infant Knit or Terry
Tank Top or Shorts
•I00% Spun polyester interlock

Each

Save 21%
Lap.Shoulder Shirts

Great Savings'
Infant Popovers
•Poiyeste, collar 'Lace trim

•50-50 Polyester,conor

& pastels with print
fronts *Sizes 6-12-18 months

cover-up top with-panty
•AssOrted solids and prints
catant girl sizes 6-12-18 months

Peg 196
'

Save 2 00
Pressure-Mount
Gate by Nu-Line.

Terrific Buy'
Star Links
by Playskool
•20 Piece set
'Interlocking stars to
build whatever a child
imagines'Ages
'No 140

and 100% spun terry
*Assorted colors with double
piping trim "Sizes 9-12-18-24
- months "Reg 1 96 each -

PLAYskcAL

Reg. 11.94

Save
Johnny Jump Up
For babies 4 mos. to
walking age
'Suspends from most
doorways
•No. 222-24

klUESTOR

•Natural linish •No
installation required
•26'-'2...tb 36"
wide. 24.-

•gdiustable
,For kids
high'
and pets•No 102
'Reg 1-048

Save 5.00
Greco Play Yard
'Padded mattress *Draft shield •36"x36"
•Folds for storage *No.9301P-•Reg. 32.46

Every Day
Low Prices

Save
Deluxe Player&
*Double drop sides
•Heavy duty nylon
netting, padded top
rail, padded mattress
•Foldd for storage
.No.241-5.P . ,

Save 10 00
Maxi-Taxi Stroller
by Ouestor
•Folds with one hand
•Contoured shell •F ull upright to reclining
-.
positron- • 'No. 063-28'Rep. 49.96

.5ave 3 00
Greco High Chair
'Easy on-off tray
mechanism wrap around
tray 'Chrome finish
'Folds for storage
•No 3300-P•Reg -25 96

Save 2 52
Graco Deluxe
Padded Walker
'Deluxe padded seat
Large play 'n eat tray
'
*Folds for storage
'No 4800Y •Reg 14 94

Save
Boxed Diaper Set
•Sizes 0-6 mos
'Cotton & polyester
'Screen print top
Newborn gift sets
'
Reg. 4.97

12.42

a

eRCCP5
Save 21%
Infant & Childrens
Beaph Sandals

Save 1 21
Infants Sandals
•Several styles and cOlOrs

to choose frorn.014,2.10
wedge sole•Kdjustable
straps for proper fit
•Infants 5-12'Peg 4 87

'Colorful, long wearing
outsoles 'Infants style has

•Childrens trimmed with
suede leather 'Infants to
childreng 3'Reg 2 96

3.65
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Murray
& Bel Air Center Prices Good Thru Sunday

Reg. 2.93

2/5.00

Sale

Wal-Mart
Camp Fuel
'Perfect for all gasoline
camp stoves, lantern &
heaters 1 gal.

3 in .1 Fishing 'Chair
•Fishing rod holder and
bewmage holder*Removable tackle box
•All necessary hardware
,•Fishing chair,camp
chair, lightweight stool
*Folds for easy
carrying and storage
*No.334'Rag. 12.88

—20.00
155.64

Wal-Mart's
Sale Price
Mail-in Rebate
From Coleman

Your Final cost
With Rebate

Save 31.22
With Rebate
Classic Tent
'Double coated vinyl
flooring
'Front double door
•2 Triangular windows
•10'x8', Sleeps 4 or
more
'No 8481 B830"
'Reg 186 86

demons
Wal-Mart's
Sale Price
Mail-in Rebate
From Coleman

32.84

Wal-Mart.
Salo Pri.s.

Your Final Cost
With Rebate

Rebate

Deluxe 2-Burner Stove

7
8
.
3
2
Great

'Fuel capacity-31/2 pints, burning time 2 hrs.
/
4 'Wafer type stainless steel
'Size 22x133/4 x61
:burners stay lit in strong wind
'No. 413H499

Savings
Coleman
Sleeping Bag
•33"x75•Aluminum zipper
'Tie stnngs
'Red
'Ranch brown
'Electric blue
•Nd.8231-664
'No 8231-655
'No 8231-667

C

Oltirli.7^t1

A944C

cieman

Wol-Mort's
Solo Price
Moil-In Rabat*
From Coleman

Your with
FinalRobot*
• 29.84Cost
Save 8.12 with Rebate
Double Mantle Lantern
•Easy lite value 'Wide
ventilator 'Reg. 34.96

,
I1Tr#Great Savings

N

Sale

14.64

Is for Les.• We Meet Sels for Less • Wal h' art

MACHINE
WASHABLE

seus

Save 3.00
Men's Sport Oxford

Reg. 18.96

Save 1 00
Deluxe Vinyl
RalnAuit
.•3 Pc:Green
•No RS-2
'Reg 4.38

•
•
.WAL-MART'S ADVERTISED MERCHANDISE PdLICY
'44%04 a,, liertSd t.I,r ii not
in stock However It due to any ontogaseen
R•OW InVII•00 o NW miry'tavorhotto ,iern
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I.

*Polyurethane and PVC
uppers 'Rubber sole
-*Light EVA wedge
'Sizes
11 1
'Reg. 14 76

'Removable food tray
v•tnsuratEtCrgeartop"trel"
'Drain plug
•No. 19504
•

"Green vented •100%
Polyester '25"x72
'One-inch aluminum
"No. 110C

'Battery operated
'Impact plastic
'No 360-S 'Reg 32.96

'All steel case and stainless
steel lining

Great Savings
Gott Ice Chest
•50 Of capacity

Alumthum-Cot-

Save 14.10 With Rebate

Fluorescent Lantern
With Batteries

Aladdin Steel Thermos

N

Your Fins!
Coal

Save 2.67
Mons
Court Oxford
'Sturdy canvas uppers
•CP5r.gried.lrWie
_
•Longwparing rubber sole
'Sizes 7-12'Reg 1 3 43.

IvicistecCard

Less•Wat

V*
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Men killed by man abducting woman
NEW YORK (AP)- A
man trying to force a
woman into a van shouted
"What did you see?" at
three men picking up
their cars in a parking
lot, then chased • them
down one by one and shot
them in the head at close
range, killing them,
police said.
With the woman
slumped inside, the gunman drove the van down
a winding ramp and left
the lot, police said,
quoting a witness who hid
under a car. Police were
searching for the van early today.
-It was a massacre,"
said Deputy Police Commissioner Alice
MeG illion, adding that
the victims had come
upon an "abduction, or
altercation."
The witness said the
three men, all technicians at a nearby CBS
television network studio,
were heading to their
cars at dusk Monday
when they saw a man
struggling with a woman
in the parking lot, which
is atop a pier that juts into the Hudson River,
Chief of Detectives
James T. Sullivan said

Monday.
The three approached
and the man asked what
they had seen, but
without waiting for an
answer, he drew a pistol
and shot the first victim
in the back of the head as
the man started to flee,
the witness, also a CBS
employee,said.
The gunman chased the
other two around parked
cars and across the lot
and killed them by
shooting each behind the
right ear.
"It appears as though
they were coming to the
assistance of the woman
who was being accosted,"
Sullivan said of the three
victims - Leo A.
Kuranuki of Great Neck,
N.Y., and Edward M.
Benford of Clifton, N.J.,
both manager's of studio
maintenance, and Robert
W. Schulze of Bergen
County, N.J., a technician.
One of the victims lay
with his car keys clutched
in his hand, the detective
said.
Police said the woman,
whom they could not
identify, may have been
injured. There was blood
near the spot where the

van had stood, Sullivan
said, and the witness,
who escaped unnoticed
by the gunman, reported
seeing her slumped inside
the late-model van.
A scarf, sunglasses, a
plastic headband and a
pair of high-heeled shoes
were found, left behind
after the woman's strug-,
gle with the gunman,
police said.
The victims had just
left work at the CBS
Broadcast Center a few
blocks away and were approaching their own cars
at about 6 p.m. on the roof
of Pier 92, which stands in
a waterfront area where
cruise ships dock.
After the gunman shot
the first victim, the gunman chased the two other
CBS employees as they fl-

Kentucky news briefs

FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) - The state Consumer Protection Division will conduct a consumer education
workshop for senior
citizens at the Emerson
Center in Lexington on
April 20.
Attorney General
Steven Beshear said
topics will include safe
buying and use of
medicines, generic
drugs, hearing aids and
health insurance.
HIGHLAND
city
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ed toward the river end of
the pier, which is 75 feet
wide and has spices for
700 cars. It was not known
why the victims fled
toward the lot's river end,
which has no exit.
The gunman caught up
with the second victim
and shot him, apparently
also at point-blank range,
about 30 feet from the
first victim. The gunman
caught the third man
near a waist-high concrete wall at the end of
the pier, about 100 feet
from the first victim. The
third victim also was
believed to have been
shot at close range.
Police also found three
.22-caliber shell casings
near the bodies, apparently from the handgun used to kill the men.

because he apparently
took an overdose of pain
killing tablets by
mistake, said Campbell
County Coroner Dr. Fred
Stine.
"He didn't follow directions apparently and took
too many,"Stine said.
He said Ginter had
been operated on for the
removal 'of four toenails
the day before his death.
He was given a prescription for the tablets to
combat the pain, and he
took eight instead of four
in less than eight hours.
The overdose of tablets
depressed his respiratory
system and he stopped
-breathing,-Stine said.

Going to
&Miami?
Here's a few
good tips!

The area you selecbin Miami Beach
can make a big difference in your
vacation. For example, an Oceanside Resort with a big beautiful
beach could cost you the same as
one without. And even some of
these are in better areas than others
...places where there is a lot of nearby activity, and more to see and
do-Good Shows...Fine Restaurants
...Great Shopping, etc. In addition,
some luxury Resorts have more
reasonable rates plus many extras...
such as Free Tennis...Free Golf...
Round-the-Clock Entertainment...
Fishing and Boating and there's lots
more. Two of these better oceanfront resorts in Miami Beach are the
Beau Riliage and the Sahara. For
information and brochures on these
vacation values,
Write to:
Dept. DB, P.O. Box 6725
Miami Beach, Fla. 33154
Yours, Barbara White
Paradise Resorts

HEY,PARTNER,I HOPE
YOU'RE NOT THINKI N6
ABOUT HOW FAT I AM'

Nature wants to keep cool
DEAR DR. LAMB - I
have heard rumors regarding jockey-type shorts. It is
said men who wear jockeytype shorts are less potent
and their wives are less likely to become pregnant than
wives of men who wear
boxer shorts. Is this a fact or
just another bit of sex folklore?
DEAR READER - Some
physicians have reported
that men who wore jockeytype underwear and
switched to boxer-type
underwear soon became
fathers.
This certainly doesn't
mean that all men who wear
jockey-type underwear are
infertile. Actually, most normal mep pr.oduce so many
more sperm cells than are
necessary to induce pregnancy that the kind of underwear a man wears is not too
important.
But it is true that body
temperature affects a man's
ability to produce healthy

Lawrence E. Lamb,IA.D.
cose
veins
of
the
testicles)
seder it and into my back. I
sperm cells. That is why the
testicles are located outside and are infertile are often have been on several differthe body. Even in many animals with the testicles held
inside the body the testicles
may migrate to the outside
for the breeding season.
The testicles are kept
about three degrees cooler
than the inside of the body if
we don't interfere with
nature. There are muscles
along the cord to raise or
lower them to either warm
them or cool them. When
you wear any type of clothing, such as an athletic
supporter, this cannot occur
and the testicles tend to be
kept warmer than they
would be otherwise.
When a man has a low
sperm count the difference
could be important. In those..
cases switching to boxer
shorts might make a difference.
The circulation to the testicles is designed to cool
them. We know that men
who have varicoceles (vari-

Infertile because the varieo- em kinds of medicine and

(vie interferes with the tern- have had cortisone shots but
perature control. In these nothinf
rea
om
has helped. What do
men correcting the varico- you
cele may restore fertility.
These and other points
about male potency are discussed in The Health Letter
number 17-4, Male Reproductive Functions, which I
am sending you. Others who
want this issue can send 75
cents with a long, stamped,
self-addressed envelope for
it to me,in care of this newspaper, P.O. Box 1551, Radio
City Station, New York, NY
10019.
DEAR DR. LAMB - Two
years ago I was admitted to
the hospital and the doctor
thought I had had a slight
heart attack. Actually they
found out I had pericarditis.
They said my •heart .and
lungs are OK. Nothing shows
on tests now but I still have
sharp pains that go from the
side of my left breast and

Hospital lists newborns, dismissals
Heather A. Cummins,Bx. Newsome, Rt. 1, Kirksey, Bourland, Rt. 8, Kathryn
Nursery 8
421, Eddyville, Jobeth A. Caroline Bailey, 404 R. Carman, 505 South
4-7-82
11th St., Lalah E. Hige Oakley, 109 North 13th North Eighth St.
Newborn Admissions
Curtis R. Johnson, Rt. gins, 122D Walnut Ct.,
St., Kathleen L. Elkins,
Gail Childress and Rt. 5, Katie Arnold,504 L. 1, Kirksey, Volena West, Benton, Ethel Mitchuson,
Baby Girl, 503 South P. Miller.
Rt. 1, Sedalia, Zula A. 727 Riley Ct.
Ninth St.
Lucille Kinley, 497
Anita Broadnax and Cooper, Paris, Tenn.,
Baby Boy, 2723 Universi- Judy A. Clayton, Rt. 1,
G. CORN, JR.
ty Station.
Farmington, James Tim
Patricia Bailey and Soder, Rt. 3, Martin,
Baby Boy, Rt. 3.
NORTH
4-I3-A
Tenn., Clement B. Hicks, •Dur business in life is not
•K 1063
Marylin G411imore and Rt. 3, Fulton, Roger Dale to get ahead of other people.
It 9 4 3
Baby Boy, Rt. 1, Puryear, Hudson, Rt. 3, Linda L. but to get ahead of
•A 6 5
ourselves." '- Maltbie D.
Tenn.
4642
Foley, Rt. 1, Kirksey.
Babcock.
Dismissals'
WEST
EAST
Cecil Baker, 1604
,Tabitha D. Moore, 34
___4A_QJ9542,_
•87 '
•
Catlina;
Evert
L:
Jef°IP K QJ 108
In the play of most W2
Calvert City Apts.,
Ed-games, declarer is involved •8 7.4 3
•10 9 2
Calvert City, Phyllis J.- fries, P.O. B. 276,
48
4K 7 5
dyville,
Donna
R.
Herren,
what
the
defense
in
denying
Freeze, 413 North Cherry,
--souTH
Mansfield,
Tenn.,
Rt.
1,
Occasionalstart
after.
they
Robbie Jane Turner, Rt.
-. -.
Janet S. Holt, 209 N. Der- ly, the exceptional hands
2; Mayfield,Debra J.
•A 7 6 5
by s hi r e , 'Arlington comes along and the only
•KQi
Doss and Baby Boy, 1806
Heights, Ill., Mary P.successful plan is to give the
4 A Q J 1093
Sherry Lane, Casey N.
509 Beale, Luther defense something' they
Fones,
Wilson,
205
Conger,
Vulnerable: North-South.
M. Jones, Rt. 1, Benton. really didn't want.
Paris, Tenn., Casey G.
North has a close decision Dealer: West. The bidding: Oliver, 210 South Ninth
Olga N. Bouldin, Rt. 1, over South's double. A pen- West North
East South
St.
Kirksey, Ruby M. alty" pass would prove 3.
Pass Pass Dbl
but
North
opts
to
successful,
Robert H. Davis, Rt. 6, Stallons, Rt. 1, Hardin,
Pass
3 NT Pass 5.
Pass Pass
Mayfield, Harold David Calvin R. Chandler, Rt. 5, try a game. South's jump to Pass
Folwell, Rt. 5, Mary Jane Cloyge D. Veatch, Rt. 1, five clubs may seem brash,
Opening lead- Heart deuce
Blair, Rt. 1, Farmington, Fulton, Onyx E. but try making three no
against the lead of
Adults 161

THE ACES®IRA

trump
East's heart king.
two trump finesses against
West leads his singleton East hold the losses to only
heart and declarer wins the two tricks.
LOUISVILLE, Ky. teams in 1980.
ace. What should his next
(AP) - The number of
Bid with Corn
It said that some black move be?
If he crosses to dummy to
Jefferson County applicants were
given dif- finesse in trumps, the South holds: 4-13-B
landlords who openly ferent information from
discriminate against whites on the availability finesse wins but the game
•- - - blacks has declined about of apartments, rental loses Declarer leads a heart
WA 76 5
second
create
a
himself
to
50 percent since 1977, ac- -costs and lease re•
K QJ
dummy entry but East can
4A(131093
cording to a Kentucky quirements. The report see what South is up to. He
Commission on Human also noted that some wins _each heart lead to
Rights report released blacks were treated less return two trumps and South North
14
Monday.
courteously and shown declarer loses three heart
tricks to go down one.
desirable
units.
less
But some landlords are
The game makes if South
still using subtle means of
The teams of apart- bangs back a heart after ANSWER:Two hearts. A
discouraging blacks from ment seekers made 116 winning the ace. West gets forcing reverse. The one
renting apartments, visits to facilities in Jef- what he doesn't want and spade response has not
despite laws against the ferson County. Their fin- East wins and returns a improved this hand but
practice,the report said. dings were compared spade. Declarer ruffs and there remain chances to
leads another heart and find a fit for game.
The study was based on with those compiled in East is stuck. Regardless of
information gathered by 1977 and indicated a what he leads, dummy has, sepr bridge questions to The Aces,
Box 12383, Dallas, Texas 75225,
black and white testing decline in discriminaaon. two entries (the diamond with sen.addressed,
stamped envelope
ace and i heart ruff) and for reply.

Discrimination declines

cxr .4%

e3
•eiZoolE9V54
,
44_t

THIS IS THE BEST
BACK SCRATCHER
IN TOWN ,

3IE 30X 310ID
General office work.
Local Optometrist office. Tues. through Sat.
Send resume to p0 Box
1040D Murray, Ky.
42071.
"Million dollar merBuy one pair of boots
chandising firm looking
at regular price get
for full or part time
the second pair at half
management help. Will
train. Send resume."
price. Dress boots,
Reply -to PO Box 1040F
work boots and side • — Murray,
Ky. 32071.
zips.
Nurses needed, RN or
— LPN. Applicatons are
Kenny Rogers jeans,
being accepted for full
western shirts, end
time or part time, have
positions available for
western dress sleeks.
shift. Excellent
any
one
pair
at
Buy
salary and benefits.
regaler price and get
Apply in person or call
Care Inn, 502 247 0200.
the second item at

We hers • shooing col.
•
fiction of photo wedding
al invitations.
Carter Studio
00 Main 753-8298

1 /2 Price
Sale

‘k
.1

NOTICE

.API--

BUT I ONLY
60 BY Ti-1E
KITCHEN FOR
AN OCCASIONAL
DONUT,54R

ijALE)cANOER ALVVAYS
LEAVES HIS • CLOTHES
ON 1415 FLOOR

50 I DECIDED
TEACH HIM
A LESSON

OCCASIONAL?!

Will clean gutters and do
yard work. Call
after 5 p.m.
759-9638. Ask
for Carl.

Shirley Florist
and
Garden Center
SOON. 4th St.

I PLIT ALL {-115
CLOT14E5 ON TOP OF
HIS BED IN ONE BIG
PILE-

Economically

Priced Autos
Check Our
• Classified
Section

Murray
Ledger
& Times

Business Hours
for the Murray
Ledger li, Times
are 8 a.m. • 5
p.m. Monday
through Friday;
Saturday 8-12.

Vernon's
Olympic Plaza
753.7113
Open 9-9

Antiques

For Sale

WO Illy

Lirge assonant
I poise 24 Kt.

sat.

NOTICE

half price.

Copy and restoration
1.11Vest t.iituchyi Finest IN
is
Carter Studio
00 Main 753-8298

erre'', Kentucky
Phone 753-3251
8-5 mon.-

THEN..WHO 19-1
MY MOTHER

6. Help Wanted

2. Notice

2. Notice

2. Notice

•

ea lc

DEAR READER - Pericarditis does cause pain that
resembles a heart attack.
More often the pain is sagodated with respiration
becaust the pain is usually
related to involvement of
the adjacent pleura.
The residual sharp pains
you have may not be from
your heart at all. It is important to kDOW if they are
related to exertion or occur
spontaneously. And it would
be nice to see an electrocardiogram during such a pain.
If there are no electrocardiographic changes during
pain and you don't have it on
exertion it is not likely to be
related to your heart. In that
case it may be muscular and
some help from a specialist
in physical medicine could
be useful.

gold dipped leaf
plats aid earriogs
36 differed styles

•

S2.95 Lai
Gold & Silver
Wholesale
Jewilers Inc.
OPPaPk ellar
753-7113
Opea am.
te

Cow by and sea our
Weather Van's
C

• MAIN
STREET.
HOUSE
ANTIQUES
602 lAsia Wow
MO to 5:00 Ma.Sat.; 1:00 to 5:00

Strong high school boy
for planting zoysia
grass plugs. 436 5451.
WORK AT HOME! Be
flooded with offers!
Offer details rush
stamped addressed en
velope. GAS, dept. M
Rt. 2 Box 211, Princeton, Of 12115.
Wanted:. Driver to deliver car to New England or area reasonably
near as soon as possible. Call days 762 3817,
evehings 753 8620.
Wanted: Travel
Trailer, Motor Home
Owners. Share ifl The
profits of the World's
Fair. For more information calf 1-600 23$
3611.
Wanted: someone to
keep an infant and do
light house work in our
Witt - IOC -TeferiftCPSand resume to PO Bog
104004 Murray, Ky.
42071.

9.Situation keeled

I. Help Wanted

Two women would like
to,do house cleaning.
Reasonable rates. Call
750 4040 alter 5p.m.

•••+
4

•••

•

ft

„ •ait

-...4

9-•
••• •

•

•
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t
,

• 22. Musical

1. Situation Wanted

16. Home Furnishings

Wanted. General yard
work. Including mow
ing and trimming
yards. Setting, spraying, and pruning
shrubs., Call Floyd
McKenzie 753 4725.
Will babysit evenings
and week ends.
759 1139.
Witt break and disc
gardens. Call 753 5463 or
753-0)44.
Will mow yards. Relia
ble. Call 753-3922.
Will work on lawn
mowers, chain saws,
riding mowers, tillers,
any small engine. 1001
Glendale East off of
12th Street. 753-4590.
Would like to stay with
elderly person. Ex
perienced and re
ferences. Call 753 3691.

Couch and 2 chairs.
753 7189.
Water beds, mattress
$54. Mattress heater,
liner, frame and pedis
tal $199. Do it yourself
kit $129. Also full line of
accessories. Up to 15
year warranty. Wood crafters Hwy 60 W,
Paducah, Ky. 444 9003.

1E-

111:

Me%)

21. Mobile Home Rentals 34. Housesfor Rent

43. Real Estate

310
53. Services Offered

,

d.Auto Services

•

$3.Services Offered

APPLIANCE
ElectriCal Repairs
Kenmore,
Free estimates. Licen SERVICE
sed electrician, heating Westin.ghouse,
20 years
Whirlpool
and air conditioning
experience. Parts and
435 4397.
service. Bobby Hopper
FLOOR SANDING and Bob's Appli
finishing. Stained floor,'
ance Service 202 S. 5th
a speciality. Dodeau St. 753 4 8 7 2
Floor Co. Call 354 6127.
X. Business Rentals
753,8186(home).
Fence sales at Sears
REPOSSESSED
2310
753
now. Call Sears
for free estimate for
Mini
ORGAN
your needs.
49. Used Cars
Warehouse
One half already paid
19. Farm Equipment
On ell your electrical
"Free Mowing". If you
Space
Storage
balance due or mon1972 Chevy 4 door agree to let Country
plumbing well pumps
660 Case combine 1-971
For Rent
Impala. $400. Call 753- Side Nursery maintain
thly payments.
painting needs.
end
model. 410 Massey 1972
6129.
during
the
753-4758
your lawn
CLAYTON'S
model combine. Quick
NOW!
753-9673
Call
upcoming season, the
attach header. Call
38. Pets-Supplies
S
7S3-7S7
will be
mowing
first
iro•
502-623-8839.
free. This offer is good K & K STUMP REMO
AKC German Shepherd
32. Apts. For Rent
2
753-122
1981 Pontiac BonFor sale 3 12in. Ford
until April 161h. Call VAL. Do you need
puppies. Registered
HOMES FOR
neville Coupe. LoadAll electric fully fur
Trip Plows, like new.
753 3188.
Spitz and Eskimo pup
ting
stumps removed from
Extermina
23.
apar
efficiency
7537668,
nished
day
Phone
ed. One Owner Local
pies. 60 champions, also
G ENERAL HOME your yard or land
I/2
2
utilities,
at
Low
or
see
753
2394
tment.
night
LOT IN
guard dog. Call 554-2153.
Car. 11,000 miles.
REPAIR. 15 years ex cleared of stumps? We
blocks from MSU. Call
405 S. 4th St., Murray,
SHERWOOD
._Carpentry, can remove stumps up
pups
Apso
perience
Lhasa
AKC
c*s.9
753-9829.
Ky.
concrete, plumbing, to 24 inches below the
AKC Cocker pups
FOREST
$125.
For sale 656 Int. Diesel
Duplex apartment for $75. Shots, wormed.
roofing, sliding. NO ground, leaving only
Oldsmobile
rent in Westwood. 2 BR, 9 0 1 - 6 8 5 2 2 5 ,
Tractor 2500
Nice wooded
JOB TO SMALL. Free sawdust and chips. Call
10. Business Opportunity Farm
Pontiac
heat
central
bath,
ex
extra
ke
nice,
nir
hours,
estimates. Days 474 for free estimates. Bob
901-648-5024.
tial lot
residen
and
Cadillac
stove
ow
air,
1
and
BUILD A BUSINESS, cellent condition,
2359, nights 171 2276.
Kemp 435-4343 or Bob
$I. each. (1 00' x 300').
garbage disposal fur-' Bunny Rabbits
Start in your own ner. Also 4- 14in. Int.
1406 W. Main
Kemp Jr 435-4319.
g
after
Sears.
by
20
3
30
15
Gutterin
Call
Noton
5400.
753
Located
nished. Can
neighborhood if you plows, 12ft. Int. wheel
753-5315
s gut- Licensed electrician for
continuou
Sears
3:30p.m.
wish. Exceptional op- disc, will sell seperate
tingham Drive. A
For Sale: brick 'duplexters installed for your residential and corn
e 2 Day
portunity for growing or together. Day 753
near University. Super Dog Obedienc
good buy at ONLY
specifications. Call mercial. Heating and
train
to
How
income with fast repeat 7668, nIght,„753 2394 or
insulated, air con- Seminar.
4,900.00. Kopperud
Sears 753-2310 for free air condition, gas incustomer sales. Meet see at 405 S. 4th St., 1 Phone 753-3914
ditioned, tax sheltered dogs, puppy selection,
estimate.
stallation and repair.
,
Realty -753-1222.
CARS AND TRUCKS
the others who done it. Murray, Ky.
investment. $40,000. correcting problems
Phone 753-7203.
April
-behavior!
.
canine
and
makes
models
most
Call 753 0940, from 5 to 9 Holland one row
753-2649.
Call 759-1074,
436-2858.
17-18
Sold
Mitchell Paving Corn
through
$200.
under
PM. ONLY.
tobacco setter $275. Call
For rent: small fur44. Lots for Sale
pany. Commercial, re
local government sales.
753 9612, 435 4114.
apartment also Horse Stalls available
nished
13. For Sale or Trade
sidential. Seal coating
or pasture. Hickory For sale by owner 26 Call 11714) 569-0241 ext.
and
Blondie
trailer.
trimmer
gas
house
Lombard
and stripping. Small
Lane Stables. Call acres of water front 1281 for directory on
McClure 753-8949.
For sale or trade es with blade. Regular
jobs a specialty. Call
753-7637.
how to purchase.
or
opi759-4588
y
second
Kentuck
a
Need
on
land
in
for
$189.95 on sale
tablished business
Four room furnished
753-1537.
River
Blood
Local
Lake's
nion?
good location. Price $169.95. Stokes Tractor
apartment near down- 41. Public Sale
51. Used Trucks
Need work on your
Bay. Call 436-2427
Industrial Rd.
negotiable. Any re
references. Call Hugh
town. Call 753-4645 in
For termites,
trees? Topping, prunRe
built
1976 GMC.
Fairground Flea
asonable offer con
afternoon.
or
759-1718
Outland.
ing, shaping complete
roaches, anis,
engine, new paint, new
Market. Murray - 45. Farms for Sale
sidered. Owner financ 22. Musical
Garage apartment for
753-8076.
removal and more. Call
air
-FM,
AM
Co.
interior,
way
Callo
ing available. Call 753
for
sale
farm
any pests.
59 Acre
rent. Furnished. Poplar
BOYER'S TREE
759
$2250.
ng.
ev
Open
ds.
conditioni
Fairgroun
4109 after 5p.m.'
Call
.
Coldwater
Near
near hospital. Call 753SERVICE for Proto
7AM
1465.
weekend,
cry
489-2357.
For trade dark fired
0075.
Asphalt driveways and fessional tree care.
IPM Friday and Saturtobacco base for burley
HILLDALE Apart- day, 9AM'to 6PM Sun- 46. Homes for Sale
lots sealed by 753 8536.
51.
Campers
parking
pounds. Call 753-8875.
24. Miscellaneous
da
ments, Hardin, KY will days. Booth space can
Sears. For free es
by Pioneer Sony and F
head
camper
Over
FINANC
10 ih percent
accept applications on
call 753-23)0.
14. Want to Buy
Altatem Serrica Co.
Watts per channel premises beginning be rented. Call days-753- ING!!!! Yes A small shell(long bed). 1970' timates
Marantz Expert inCARPET CLEANeNG,
4669 nights-7534570. .6
months
eo.
4
-ster
L7813..
t
tires
Pontiac
ailvwyl Win;
alunom
downpayment and ow
April 15, 19-82 from
stallation and service."
Stamp and coin collec
tes.
Free Estima
old with belt driven 9A.M. until 3P.M. daily Three Party Yard Sale ner financing will make Call 753-6002 after 4p.m.
trim work.
tion or accumulation.
custom
es,
Satisfied referenc
turntable, tuner, and Monday thru Friday, 1100 Sycamore St. you the owner of thisCall after 3p.m.
Call Rill El
Steam or Quick Vibra
Mortals.
ors
a.m.
Boats-Mot
52.
12
player
a.m.cassette,
7
olby
newly decorated 1 1/2
for 1,2,3 bedroom apar767-4169.
D ry Cleaning.
recorder. Speakers tments, Section 8, rent Wednesday only.
Iiiity. 753-16111.
story 4 BR home with 14ft. Polar Craft john (Upholstery Cleaning).
contain 12in. woofer, subsidized, Equal Yard Sale 220 S. 11th. basement, alum. siding,
15. Articles for Sale
222 S. 12th
boat. 35hp Evinrude Lee's Carpet Cleaning
7in. mid range, 3in. Housing Opportunity. April 15th and 16th.
central heat with wood electric start motor. 753-5827.
753-5865
We buy and sell used air
$600.
Professional painting,
tweeter. Asking
stove for unbelieveable Moody trailer. Depth
Includes apartments for
account 'for paperhanging, cornconditioners. Call 753you
Call anytime 753-2531.
Can
Estate
Real
43.
lot
Double
economy.
handicapped.
finder and trolling mo9104.
household goods in mercial, residential
Air conditioner 24,000 One and 2 bedroom
near school. Make your tor. Call after 6p.m. your
of fire, theft, or interior-exterior, farm
case
semitwo
by
s)
BTU(Sear
appointment now
4734.
apartments near down
natural disaster? If not, buildings, estimates.
Who said big is calling Spann Realty 759
pro ton speeds, wood town Murray. Call 753available
space
Dock
call Insurance Photog- Tremon Farris 759 1987.
burning stove, electric 4)09 or 436-2844.
better? Are you Assoc. 753-7724.
for pontoon boats. ra ph r between
Refrigeration and airsel.f -cleaning
residence
brick
2 Story
Cypress Springs Resort 6p.m.-9p.m. Mon.-Fri. conditioning repairs
tired of having on
oven(Sears), bunk One and 2 bedroom
main
wooded
large
436-5196.
for rent.
and service. "Spring
beds, .trundle bed, apartments
your property lost street lot. Upstairs Must sell 15ft. Polar at 753-4988.
g . The
Special" air
dresser and bookcase. Call 7 5 3 3 5 3
large
consists of 2
of
Apts.
a
backlog
and
in
motor,
boat,
Embassy
Craft
conditioners cleaned
Call 753-6002 after 4p.m.
modern apartments 1st trailer. $1500. or best
my
A annum an
One bedroom furnished
and serviced. 436-2104.
LISTING? Bring it floor
Aloe' Vera liquid
main residence. offer. 489-2787.
is
siding and Aluminum
Wet basement? We
heating
quart, $27. gallon. Gene 4or unfurnished
gas
central
New
let
us
and
to
MTG
s:
lakefront apartment in
trim for all houses. It
make wet hasements
Jo'S 705 S. 4th
new 25 year Vagabond Sailboat
system,
dry, work Lompletely
753-4320. Makes you feel Panorama Shores. give it a personal
has been Vagabond 14, Holder 20,
painting.
stops
home
and
roof,
insert.
1554 Oxford Dr.
prior
guaranteed. Call or
good! Also -other Aloe Fireplace with
restored to an excellent dealer
touch. Call Bob
Jock Glover
References and deposit
write: Morgan ConVera products include
repair. Very Mursay, Ky. 753-1326.
of
state
or
Haley at 753struction Co. Rt. 1 Box
shampoo, make-up, required. 436-2404
attractive assumable
753 7272.
109 A Paducah, Ky.
body lotion, soap, and
4000 or 489loan is available. Phone 53. Services Offered
Carpenter with 30 years 42001 or call 442-7026.
Two bedroom duplex in
bath oil.
753-1222, KOPPERUD
of
Building
.
2266.
experience
30 years Carpentry
Central
REALTY.
Will mow yards. 15
Fiberglass steam bath. Northwood.
experience. Barns, all types, repairs and years experience. Work
heat and air, carpeted,
Like new! Call after
bedroom brick house.
3
Call
additions.
houses, garages. Also trailer
refrigerator, stove,
gauranteed. Call 7534p.m. 753-8380.
Carpet throughout, 2 additions on houses and 4362253.
dishwasher, disposal
6564.
large living
baths,
window
and
.and
Repairs
trailers.
dryer
Carpet
and
washer
with
room and den. 1 car remodel. 436-2253 after cleaning. Satisfaction Window Cleaning fast
Diamond Earring
hookup. Carport and
Satisfaction
garage with large stor- 5p.m.
$285
guaranteed. Steve service.
SPECIAL
patio, $200 deposit,
d. Free esguarantee
age room. Call 489-2145
753-3317.
753per month. Days
Do you need your Hobbs
$29.00-S39.00 Comtimates. 753-7140.
or 753-2493.
7972, nights 753-3018.
carpets cleaned? Find Concrete, block, brick
pare at $50.00 to
, like new, 2
Assumable
it
ve
No
e.
inexpensi
21years
experienc
how
duplex.
out
bedroom
Two
year old home. Fenced can be done, with deep job to large or small. 56. Free Column
$100.00
ViNogo 641 North
Central heat and air. No
in yard, garage, heat
$200.
steam cleaning. Call Free estimates. Call One cat free to good
month.
pets. $210.
Leo's Immediate
Murray, Ky.
pump plus extras. Call Jeff 753-0015.
home. Call 762-4382.
753-5476.
deposit. Lease required.
or
9
753-846
owner
Jewelry Repair
Call after 5p.m.
P
WALDRO
SHROAT
753-6699.
404 N. 12th
'THURSDAY, APRIL 15, 1982
759 1707.
If YOU'RE planning on
om
bedro
Two
753-9899
selling your farm let us
10:00 A.M.-RAIN OR SHINE
Beautiful unique well
t.
apartmen
e
townhous
explain how we can
WILLARD RUSHING, OWNER
built A Frame home. 3.6
reUsed office
For sale
Carpeted, range,
provide national adver_
acres, 14- miles from
CLINTON, KENTUCKY
desks, wood or metal frigerator, dishwasher, tising and potential
Murray, 1 mile from
from $50, up, also office disposal, washer dryer buyers through the
,SALE LOCATION: From Clintoa r Ky. Take Hwy. 58 East 5
Kentucky Lake. Large
hook-up. Central heat AMERICAN FARM
chair-s, extra nice
Miles To Willard Rushing Home Place
beams, cedar
rustic
checkout counters, and air. 753-7550, 753- INVESTMENT DIGshake shingles, stained
TRACTORS
other office equipment, 7559.
system.
marketing
EST
glass, organic garden
Ford NCO w/Du. Power, DN. Lock, 111.4x30 Mk., NIL.
card display racks and
Two bedroom duplex, Exclusively offered by
$10,000. 762-6463 days
Du. Hyd..."New Engine."• Ford 9500 w/111.4x311
magazine racks, gas central heat and air, SPANN REALTY ASJody.
Du. Hyd., Wls., DN. Lock "Good." it Ford 5003 Del. w/
heaters for shops, water
hookup for washer and SOCIATES. 753-7724.
House for sale at 503
Dunham Loader,"Late Mode
drinking fountains, dryer, Couples
Chestnut. Call for ap
(Ift.
lights
t
flourescen
prefered. $195. Call
Mermen&
COMBINE
Purdon
pointment 753 3691 or
pool
used
8ft.), -nice
753-9741.
New Holland 1500 w/C.11A., 15' Flo. Cutler Bar, Chop753-2737.
Insurance &
753-7668,
day
Call
table.
t
apartmen
Two rooln
„per, w/N.H.-9e2W4 Corn Heed.
Luxurious 3'bedroom
night 753-2394 or see at
Real Estate
and' bath. -Carpeted,
home with all the extras
405 S. 4th St., Murray, partly furnished. In
TRUCKS
Sq,
Settle:ids Court
d by 253 acres
surrounde
Ky.
1950 Chevy Scotteditie 4 Wheel Dr. PlokOp &Pr.I Al.
Puryear, Tenn.,
private home and priv
Kentucky
Murray,
pasture
LOCATION: 6 miles north of Paris, Tenn., 8 miles south of
crops,
row
of
atV
Du. Tanks, 23,000 Mlles, "Nice."• 1975 WC 2-Ton
Mark
Shopsmith
7
entrances. 2
ate
Tenn. From
and timber. Located
753-4451
Or. Truck w/Holet"Good."• 1900 Chevy Pickup.
20 miles south of Murray, Ky. in the community of Whitlock,
tachments and manual. blocks from court
miles
8
tely
approxima
From
arrows.
4 years old $800. Call square. 753-08/8.
Murray, take Highway 641 south 18 miles and follow auction
EQUIPMENT
SE of Murray off of 121
home
bedroom
3
Nice
753-0373.
arrows.
wAnot.
Planter
auction
Row
floes%
Plelelsee
J.D. 7000-4
South. For _additional
Paris, go north 4 miles on Highway 641 and follow
with Franklin Stove to
Tobacco sticks 13 cents. 33. Rooms for Rent
"Moe."•J.D. 220-111 Grew Fold Oleo w/J.D. Harinformation, call
bills.
heat
those
cut
Appl2 HENRY COUNTY, TENNESSEE FARMS
varinhyd.
Plow
11
Chisel
Tine
Orehern
•
Call 345-2861.
row.
KOPPERUD REALTY
One block from un- Central electric heat
4
Row
Owen
F.C.
•
"Moe."
w/2
Extensions,
e:Nor.
247 ACRES
Used riding lawn iversity. Call 753-6933 or and air, one car garage,
753-1222.
The Culeralor,"Shiro."•INC 2400 Round Beier, -2
mowers. See Keith at .753 1812.
274 ACRES
PoplarSt
and patio. Priced
porch
Yrs. Old.'• Gehl 100 Mixer Ma 404yd. Auger ExtenStokes Tractor and
Custom quality and
at $43,500. KOPPERUD
sion. 'Moe."• Bidewirkle 7 -3 Pt. Retry Cutter •
less: This highly productive farm lays level to genor
more
Acres,
Rent
1-247
for
No.
753-1319.
.
Houses
Farm
34.
Implement
convenient location
REALTY 753-1222.
Chem Fenn 200 Gel. Alm. Saddle Tanks • a Row Rea stand of timber
tly rolling and has 190 acres of cropland with the balance in
combine to make this
cos Miniyar • Pickup Trxii Tool Bre • 56.4bedroom, 2 bath,
Three
26.
TV-Radio
of alfalfa -on
acres
Transport Grain Auger 'Two - eltvine Medl-Calors •
home an exceptional
that includes some marketable cypress. There are presently 16
bFick. Central heat
farm has
2
The
crop.
bedroom,
3
Peed QM • CaMe Heed Geis • 1,000 Gallon Fuel
row
This
buy.
for
pump and air. Near
this farm with the balance of the croplan-d being used
Tank w/Bec. Pump • Pickup Truck Fuel TWYcs •
bath home also offers
Call
st of a
sity.
.-consi
nts
Univer
improveme
and
frontage
several hundred feet of blacktol) road
inter 25 id TV, Only1 759-1074,753-5791.
Sawed Farm Oates • Venous Shop Toole • Elleer
excellent floor plan with
Realty
water.
-fed
spring
and
bins
grain
bushel
WksPortabie Feeder • Two-O.T. Or. Bin Unload/1g
2-3500
barn,
outstand
large rooms,
25.00 per mon*.
tobacco barn, stock
Three bedroom house.
Auger,• Orsin Bin &seep • Coale Creep Feeder
primarily level with some level
ing storage and deep lot
New warranty.
Form No. 2-274 Acres, More or less: This farm lays
Washer, dryer, re
•*norei Comblnetkxt Hog Parish • Three Partible
Cent to Coast
Office
g. KOP
gardenin
for
of cropland with the balanacres
and
228
has
CLAYTON'S
frigerator, stove,
Hog Houses • Several Creeds Fence Poet S Bevto gently rolling. This high-yielding farm
Boyers hew ',written,
PERUD REALTY. 753cross-fenced and has 2
dishwasher. Located at
and
Val Mee Fence Poe,• Approx. 903 ellieS or Clover,
fenced
is
It
753-757S
woodland.
and
"Male Service Sacs 1911e
1222.
ce of 45 acres in pasture
420 S. 9th. $100. deposit,
Jai)and Wheat Nubble hexed • Twelve - Piggy Elorie
that has 3
1912 Coldwater teed
Two story, 2 sundecks, 2
large fish-stocked ponds. Improvements consist of a 2-story house
- Yorke**and Land Rea • Forty- Seed Clue%
$225. month rent. 753
and utility
421171
balh
Neetecky
Money,
kitchen,
room,
Electric
dining
lots Pine Bluff.
5094. Available 1st of
bedrooms tip, 1 bedroom down, living room,
27. Mobile Home Sales
(592)753-1116
TIMMS: larkey Cash, Cashier% Check or Apalso a
heat, air conditioned
are
There
well.
a
by
is
May.
furnished
water
and
room. It has a gas furnace
proved Cheek! NO EXCEPTI0NN1 SANK LETTERS
Anytime
$20,000. 759-1074, 753
12x60 with extention. Three" 4edroom house
OP
PAYMENT
EING
barn.
GUARANTE
NM
A
small
Are
garage and
JOE L. 1188011
2649.
Holly Park $7500. Can Panorama Shores. $250.
made up of
CHECKS Prom ok Unknown Burwell WINN Norahember
be seen at Almo, Ky. a month, deposit reIf you check your soil maps you will find that both of these farms are
ing 502-N3-424n
es
47.
Motorcycl
your indeserve
and
d
Ray Starks 753-3634. •
6
Deeded
well-locate
liceitoN
producers,
good
outstanding soils. They are
quired. 502-924-5421.
the
that
so
is
available
12x65 Trailer for sale or Want a beautiful sum made
1974 Honda Civic. $850
being
are
farms
these
REAL ESTATE AUCTION
reason
only
spection. The
rent with option to buy. mer in the woods? Rent 'Live 5 minutes from the
437-4432.
1210 NOON
Paschalls can devote more time to Paschall's Jersey Farm.
759-1987.
184 Acres ± of Productive Gently Rolling
1978 Yamaha 400 XS,
this rustic A Frame city limits in this neat 3
all
WILL BEGIN AT FARM NO. 1
2
with
SALE
"Trailer.
home
12x56
Cornor
bedroom
new
A
1966
low milage, like
hackman Co., Kentucky Farm Land With
home for summer
days.
bedroom, awning, un
Call 753-4548.
TERMS: 20% down day of sale, balance on delivery of deed within 30
longer. Perfect retreat the amenities. Attracplots 2 Year Old Modern Hog Operation, And
derpinning, meter -pate, for rediscovering your tive den with fireplace, 1978 Yamaha 400CC
Kenneth
son,
and
Paschall
B.
Carves
Mrs.
Other ImprOvernerts. Also Nestled Among Toand
Mr.
OWNERS:
air conditioner in
environment. 3.6 acres, beautifully landscaped
Reposed for sale. Call
wering Oak Tree& Is A Stately Comfortable Farm
LISTING BROKER:
-patio.
759-4523
covered
14
and
Call
lawn
,
cluded,„
gardening
organic
51
With
753.55732,000 Fad
Home Situated Along 144/.
21, LORETTA JOBS REALTORS
CENTURY
in all. KOP4p1M.
acres
2
after
Murray,
from
miles
of Road Frontage.
1980 *Kawasaki 550. 3400
1200 Sycamore
Extra nice 1-978 14x60 $300. month. 762-6463 PERUD REALTY -753miles,51700. 753-0928.
1222
Central
Jody.
sale.
for
days
trailer
Ky. 42071
Murray,
BOYD-MAJORS REAL ESTATE
1,111 Honda X R 500R
heat and air, underpinJohn W Boyd Reel Esteem Broker. 502-247-7979 753-1492
PHONE:
n.
t
conditio
Excellen
fur
James Males Reel Eagle Broker,502-3762221
11451, and 'partially
Must
old.
Few
months
D
CONDUCTE
hished.153-5477.
44_sill. 7,3-7252.
TIMIS ON NEAL ESTATE: 10% down Joy at
sale edema wIlkin N days sad delivery ef deed
28. Mobile Home Rentals
For sale 1972 Honda
end Wean&
torcycle. 500 s
";-Mo
12 x 60 Two bedroom,
good shape
cylinder,
further
any
other
and
r
phis
and
St.
For NOON brochure
turaiShed, all electric,
. T.151.F. Miller (L.. e:wiwurr craiwi
$650. Call 753-6276 or '
details or other Ireormeeon concerning the auction conwasher and dryer, air
7515612.
tea the seeing agents We vAN bs welled.to etvvvittil
Private.•
conditioner.
Specializing In Senior atizens
properly or mist web any Mandel daises eny cloy color
I.Mo-peds, in the crate,
Call_75.34091,
to the suction.
Hair Cats $1.00
S399-. Motorcycle Parts 12'65 Furnished 1 mile
and Service 307 N. 4th
•
from Murray. Beautiful
Shampoo, Shove and Haircut $2.75
759-1919. Open afterKy.
shaded lot with garden
811 Paris Road Mayfield,
Open Hours
noons 4-6, Sat. 9-3.
7637.
53
759-4588,7
spot.
AUCTIONIIW
1
,1411
Tenn. Lie. No.821
Yamaha 125 Enduro
Mew., You.., Wed., Thurs., Fri., Sat.
Shelton Realtor & Auctioneer
C.W.
IIANCY .A.04 01114,t/f..5Y
Nice 2 bedroom trailer
n
conditio
Excellent
730-2:38 7534685
SO? 6,1) 8166 0, 532 67)69)9
near Murray. No pets.
call 753-6078.
4
tt
tuCCISS11.n S•if 5, IN v I II At ST AVIS
C011419-2611.
CAR STEREO Pioneer, Trailers for rent Dill'S
Kenwood, Marantz, Trailer Court.
Mitsubishi, Sanyo. Pro Two bedroom trailer 1
lessional installation. mile out of city limits
Sunset Boulevard Music 121 South. $90. plus
Dixieland Center deposit. Call 753 5405.
Chestnut St. 753 0113.

Beautiful 4 or 5 bed
room, 3 bath home on a
double lot. There are
two heat pumps with a
humidifier, central
vacuum system, inter
corn, automatic garage
36. For Rent or Lease
door opener, wet bar,
For rent or lease fur
and two patios. Every
nished 3 bedroom brick. thing you need for
1 ½ block off campus. comfortable, leisurely
family living. KOP362 4425 or 527 8397.
PERUD REALTY -75331. Livestock-Supplies
1222.
Registered Angus bulls
1 13 months, 1 10
months. Call 437 4365.

All electric 2 bedroom,
fully furnished home.
$150. per month. $100.
deposit. 1/2 block from
MSU. Call 7539829.

Four new 600x14 6 ply
Bridgestone tires. $125.
Call 753 1331 or cart be
seen at Amoco Car
Wash Chestnut St.
Over 50 f.ebuilt auto
matic transmissions in
stock. 20 day un
conditional warranty.
Reynolds Trans
missions Hwy 69 North
Paris, Tn. 901 642-2572.

KOPpERI ID

PURDOMS

•
Kelley's Tennit
& Pest Control
STATE WIDE
PEST
CONTROL

CAR STEREOS

•

ROOF
PROBLEMS?

753-7794

WORLD OF
SOUND

PRE-SEASON SALE

Season Passes for the Murray Calloway County Swimming Pool
may be purchased now thru May
to May 7 to be
28. Purchase
eirgible for a free season pass.

IR

Family Passes - $60.00
Single Passes - $30.00

Passes may be purchased at the
Park office, 10th & Payne St.,
phone 753-7640.

INC

Realtors

FARM AUCTION

Saturday, April 24, 10:00 AM.
Rain or Shine

•

•

,

FREE ESTIMATES
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WKMS radio friendship festival begins •

"Invest in a Classic" it
the theme of the spring
Friendship Festival
scheduled April 14-18 at
WKMS-FM,91.3, fine *arts
radio from Murray State
University.
Listeners are being
asked to make a donation
toward continued quality
programming on the nonprofit station which offers
a variety of alternative
shows,including classical
music, jazz, folk and
enlightening documentaries.
Support from listeners
has become more impor-

tant because of cuts in
federal funding to the
Corporation. for Public.
Broadcasting, according
to Mark Welch, WKMSFM acting general
manager.
For their investment,
listeners not only • are
helping finance quality
programming, but may
receive a number of
direct benefits based on
the amount of the gift.
Each contributor
receives the monthly program guide, "Air Fare,which con ta ins the
WKMS-FM programm-

Professor killed
SAN FRANCISCO to be threatened.
(AP) — A psychology
Dean said "it was comprofessor who was "a mon knowlege" that
sort of guru" to some of Yasuda had been
his students and often threatened. "He was exspoke of threats on his life plaining to the class what
to explain fear during fear was like," he said.
class lectures was shot to
Dean said police had
death in his office as narrowed their search to
several stunned students three suspects.
looked on.
The gunman, believed
by police to be an exstudeqlhoopened the door
to the °Vice, fired four or
five shSts, glanced at the
students and fled.
Dudley Yasuda was hit
in the chest and abdomen
by gunfire about 11:30
a.m. Monday during a
meeting with eight
students in his office at
the San Francisco City
College, said homicide inspector Marvin Dean. He
•
died at San Francisco
General ,Hospital 'about
an hour later:"
Yasuda, 43, had received threats in the past and
once told his students the
man who was threatening
him had just walked in
and out of his classroom,
Dean said. The college,
too, had received a call
from a man who descibed
himself only as a
psychiatrist and said he
was treating an exstudent of' Yasuda's who
had threatened Yasuda's
life, Dean said.
Yasuda never told
anyone who the man was,
Dean said.
Instead, the professor
used the threats in his lectures on fear, telling
students what is was like
v1101. DS •°11•1: C0 C

•

ink schedule,. prutraM
highlights, and feature
stories about personalities and shows.

1 Pulitzer Prize medals awarded

scheduled at 1 p.m.
Wednesday, April 14,
hosted by Murray State
music professor Gerald
A T-shirt, coffee mug, Welker.
Another classical
buyers guide guide to a
classical library, and special is scheduled 1-5
Beethoven record set are p.m. Saturday, April 17,
also offered to persons when announeer Mark
who donate specific bReinhardt and Murray
amounts. Details will be State music instructor
announced during the Kay Bates het a program about opera. Mrs.
five-day campaign.
WKMS-FM is the only Bates, an accomplished
public radio station serv- opera singer, and
ing many parts of the Reinhardt will discuss
five-state listening the artform and play
region. An effort is made special recorded opera
to offer listeners pro- selections.
Contributions to
grams which are alternatives to those heard on WKMS-FM are taxarea commercial sta- deductible. The station is
non-prOfit and nontions, Welch said.
Listeners may enjoi commercial and is a
some of the WKMS-FM regional service licensed
shows during the festival to Murray State Universias several special edi- ty.
Contributions are plactions of regular programs
are scheduled. Classical ed in a special fund with
music fans should note the University Foundathat an expanded broad- tion to be used for the purcast of the Paducah Sym- chase of programs and
phony Orchestra is other listener services.
•

NEW YORK (AP) —
The Associated Press and
The New York Times
each have won two
Pulitzer Prizes, and the
Kansas City Star and the
Kansas City Times have
been cited for showing
how and why two
skywalks collapsed at the
Hyatt Regency Hotel,
killing 114 people.
"Fantastic! ... It came
as an absolute surprise,"
Detroit News Editor
William Giles exclaimed
Monday after learning
his paper had been
awarded the Pulitzer gold
medal for public service.
The News won with an
investigation that led to a
series of stories detailing
"a pattern of deception
and unresponsiveness" in
the way the Navy
reported the shipboard
deaths of sailors to their
families.
Poet Sylvia Plath: who
committed suicide two
decades ago, won the

Pulitzer Prize in poetry but I am living proof that
for the posthumous, Jack Kennedy was
volume, "The Collected wrong: Life need' not be
Poems," and Charles unfair."
Fuller won the drama
John Darnton said he
award for "A Soldier's was "overwhelmed" at
Play" as the annual being awarded the interaward4 were announced national reporting prize
for the 66th time.
for his dispatches to The
John Updike won the New York Times from
fiction prize for his best- Poland, but added,"I onselling novel "Rabbit is ly regret that so far it has
Rich."
not ended better for
AP's Saul Pett was Poland."
awarded the prize in
Jack Rosenthal of The
feature writing fora por- Times was cited for
trait of the federal editorial writing.
bureaucracy, and Ron
The 'general local
Edmonds of the AP was reporting prize went to
honored in spot news the two Kansas City
photography for his pic- newspapers which
tures of the attempted published more than 340
assassination of Presi- stories about the collapse
dent Reagan.
of the Hyatt's skywalks
The prizes were the July 17.
32nd and 33rd won by the
Kansas City Times
AP — 17 for reporting and reporter Rick Atkinson
16 for photos.
was honored for national
"At my stage in life it is reporting for his series on
profoundly sweet," said "America's chaotic
Pett, 64. "I can be as management of its water
cynical as the next man, resources."

Stock market
Air Products
Ainerican Motors
Ashland
American Telephone
Chrysler
Dupont
Ford
GA F
General Dynim ics
._ General Motors
General Tire
Goddrich
Goodyear
Golf Oil
Herblean
IBM
Jenco
K -mart
Penwalt
Quaker Oats
Texaco
US,Tobacco
Iltendy's
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Model 224

Plck your peva,
8 to 18
horsepower
Case makes tough
tractors Case is

HYDRIV% power ease
builds rugged
altachrrients Case
keeps going strong

season after season
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. Warning: The- Sbigeori..General Has Determined
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health.

McK•el Eq.
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Industrial Average

-

LIGHTS: B mg."tar", 0.7 mg. nicotine ay. per cigarette, FTC Report DEC.'81; LIGHTS HARD PACK:8 mg."tar",0.7
mg. nicotine ay. per cigarette by FTC method.

Hog market
Federal-State Market News Service April
13, 19t2
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Inclodes 6 Buying Stations
Receipts Act 511 Est MO Barrows &
Gilts 50- 11 lower Sows uneven under 500
steady to 51 lower over 5N mostly I N
higher
US 1-2211-241 lbs
O 50-51 00
US 2 20•411 lbs
149 24-2420
11S 2 211-2511bs
$51 00-511 50
US 2-3 250-270 lbs
$49 00-50 00
Sows
US 1-2 270350 lbs
$43 00.4420
US 1-3 3N-15.lbs
144 00-46 SO
US 1-3 450-5N lbs
144 011-52
US 1-3214421 lbs
152 00-54 00
US2-3311-SIIlbs
043 00-44 00
Boars 37 011-39 00

Other prizes in the arts
andletterscategories:
—History: "Mary
Chesnut's Civil War,"
edited by C. Vann Woodward;
•
—Biography: "Grant:
A Biography," by
William S. McFeely;
—General non-fiction:
"The Soul of a New
Machine," by Tracy Kidder;
—Music: "Concerto for
Orchestra," by Roger
Sessions.
A special Pulitzer citation in music was awarded to Milton Babbitt "for
his life's work as a
distinguished and
seminal Americarr cornposer."
Journalism prizes also
went to: —Paul Henderson of
the Seattle Times for
special local reporting;
—Ben Sargent of the
Austin American Statesman of Teias for
editorial cartooning.
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